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Abstract
The multi-core paradigm has propelled shared-memory concurrent programming to
an important role in software development. Its use is however limited by the constructs
that provide a layer of abstraction for synchronizing access to shared resources. Reason-
ing with these constructs is not trivial due to their concurrent nature. Data-races and
deadlocks occur in concurrent programs, encumbering the programmer and further re-
ducing his productivity.
Even though the constructs should be as unobtrusive and intuitive as possible, per-
formance must also be kept high compared to legacy lock-based mechanism. Failure to
guarantee similar performance will hinder a system from adoption.
Recent research attempts to address these issues. However, the current state of the
art in concurrency control mechanisms is mostly code-centric and not intuitive. Its code-
centric nature requires the specification of the zones in the code that require synchroniza-
tion, contributing to the decentralization of concurrency bugs and error-proneness of the
programmer. On the other hand, the only data-centric approach, AJ [VTD06], exposes
excessive detail to the programmer and fails to provide complete deadlock-freedom.
Given this state of the art, our proposal intends to provide the programmer a set
of unobtrusive data-centric constructs. These will guarantee desirable security proper-
ties: composability, atomicity, and deadlock-freedom in all scenarios. For that purpose,
a lower level mechanism (ResourceGroups) will be used. The model proposed resides on
the known concept of atomic variables, the basis for our concurrency control mechanism.
To infer the efficiency of our work, it is compared to Java synchronized blocks, trans-
actional memory and AJ, where our system demonstrates a competitive performance and
an equivalent level of expressivity.
Keywords: Data-centric, Concurrency control, Deadlock-freedom, Atomicity
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Resumo
O paradigma multi-core impulsionou a programação concorrente em memória parti-
lhada para um lugar de destaque no desenvolvimento de software. O seu uso é limitado
pela natureza e poder expressivo das construções de alto nível para sincronizar acesso a
recursos partilhados. Raciocinar sobre estas construções não é trivial devido à sua natu-
reza concorrente. Podem ocorrer data-races e deadlocks, reduzindo a produtividade.
Embora as construções devam ser intuitivas, o seu desempenho também deve ser
semelhante a mecanismos baseado em locks. Neste contexto, a preservação de um de-
sempenho equivalente é fundamental para a adopção generalizada de um dado sistema.
Estas questões têm sido alvo de bastante investigação nos anos recentes. No entanto,
o actual estado da arte em controlo de concorrência é centrado no código e nem sempre
intuitivo. A sua natureza centrada no código requer que se especifique onde se requer
sincronização, contribuindo para a descentralização de erros de concorrência. Por outro
lado, a única abordagem centrada nos dados , AJ [VTD06], expõe demasiados detalhes
ao programador e não consegue assegurar a ausência de deadlocks em todos os cenários.
Dado este estado da arte, a nossa proposta pretende fornecer ao programador um
conjunto de construções centradas nos dados para controlo de concorrência, que deve-
rão garantir atomicidade, composicionalidade e ausência de deadlocks em todos os cená-
rios. Para esse propósito, será usado um sistema de mais baixo nível (ResourceGroups).
O modelo proposto reside no conhecido conceito de variável atómica, a base do nosso
mecanismo de gestão de concorrência.
De modo a aferir a eficiência da nossa solução, esta é comparada com os blocos sin-
cronizados do Java, memória transacional e o AJ, onde o nosso sistema demonstra uma
performance competitiva e uma expressividade equivalente.
Palavras-chave: Data-centric, Controlo de concorrência, Livre de deadlocks, Atomicidade
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Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Ever since the stalling of single core frequency scaling, largely due to physical limits of
the materials [EBA+11], processor development has shifted to multi-core oriented archi-
tectures. In order to tap into the full potential of the new architectures, a change in men-
talities was required. Algorithm efficiency is no longer the single most relevant aspect
when measuring program performance: the ability to distribute the computation across
multiple cores is gaining importance.
In the near future, consumer computers running 16 or 32 cores will be commonplace.
In the meantime, distributed algorithms and concurrent programming will become in-
creasingly more important. However, re-engineering an algorithm to run concurrently
might not be viable, and certainly not a trivial task. Although using libraries that ab-
stract hardware threading, such as POSIX threads, programmers are still encumbered by
the burdens brought by concurrent programming.
Only recently have mainstream applications began actively supporting concurrency.
Consider the libjpeg and libjpeg-turbo libraries. Even though they are almost omnipresent
in modern computer systems, multi-threaded decoding is still not officially supported
[Jin12].
Concurrent programming in a shared-memory environment brings the need for syn-
chronization across multiple threads [Dij65], as access to shared data in a multi-threaded
environment has to be sanitized. The non-deterministic nature of those accesses greatly
contributes to the difficulty in debugging and proving the correctness of concurrent pro-
grams.
The arbitrary ordering of operations can easily result in bugs. They have origin in
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the unexpected interleaving of accesses to shared memory that was not foreseen by the
programmer. Those events are commonly known as data-races.
Data-races are in the genesis of many errors in shared-memory programming. They
occur when multiple threads are allowed to concurrently access shared data and one of
them performs a write operation. These scenarios are not explicit in the code, and require
special attention from the programmer when shared memory communication is in place.
Since shared data, like global variables and shared references, can be accessed in various
parts of the code, the programmer has to be aware of such access patterns or else data-
races could occur.
A commonly used approach to prevent data-races is to force a sequence of statements
to be evaluated in mutual exclusion regarding the other threads in the system, ensuring
atomicity. However, mutual exclusion brings another problem: deadlocks. In a multipro-
gramming environment, several processes may compete for a finite number of resources.
If the order in which they attempt to acquire them falls under a scenario where further
progression is impossible, a deadlock has occurred.
Accordingly, the need for simple and effective constructs that avoid those pitfalls and
allow the programmer to control accesses to shared memory is currently a pressing re-
search topic.
1.2 Problem
Providing useful concurrency control mechanisms is challenging. The high level con-
structs should be intuitive to use by the programmer and guarantee a certain degree of
scalability and security properties, such as atomicity and deadlock-freedom. However,
the challenges themselves conflict with each other. Maximizing performance and con-
currency might require additional information that is naturally conveyed through more
annotations, resulting in less intuitive constructs.
Thus, these challenges cannot be addressed individually. New concurrency control
mechanisms have to adopt a phase of experimentation and optimization for finding the
best balance of trade-offs that the system can offer to the programmer.
At the present, mutex locks are still the de facto concurrency control mechanism. They
allow the programmer to enforce mutual exclusion in the evaluation of a sequence of
program statements. This mechanism further adds to the complexity of the code, with-
out being an optimal solution. One of the problems associated with locks is deadlock-
proneness and the decentralization of concurrency errors, particularly as the number of
locks increases. Since locks have to be applied in all sections of code where the program-
mer wishes to protect a given computation from concurrent accesses, the application of
concurrency control primitives is decentralized, leading to decentralization of the loca-
tion of concurrency errors. Additionally, deadlocks that can arise in while using locks are
tough to pinpoint and their usage entails a higher degree of error-proneness compared
to unsynchronized programs. As such, research in the area for constructs that ensure
2
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deadlock-freedom is ongoing.
1.2.1 Deadlocks
Formally, when multiple threads T compete over the acquisition of a finite set of re-
sources R, eventually an attempt to acquire a resource Rp will fail because it is already
held by another thread Ti′ . As a result, thread Ti blocks while waiting for resource Rp
to become available. In the meanwhile, thread Ti′ might attempt to acquire resource Rq
that is already held by thread Ti. This prompts thread Ti′ to block while waiting for the
resource to become available, completing the circular-wait. This situation, illustrated in
Figure 1.1, embodies a deadlock. A popular example of a deadlock situation was E. W.
Dijkstra’s Dinning Philosophers problem [Dij65].
T1
R2
R1
T2
T1 waiting for R2 R2 held by T2
T2 waiting for R1R1 held by T1
Figure 1.1: A circular-wait involving two threads holding one resource each.
The requirements for a deadlock to occur have long been identified in the literature
[SGG05]. They are characterized by four conditions which have to be simultaneously
verified:
mutual exclusion only one process can hold a resource at any given time
hold and wait a process holding at least one resource is waiting to acquire additional
resources
no preemption only the process holding a resource can release it
circular wait a set of waiting processes P0, ..., Pn must exist such that each is waiting for
a resource held by another process, e.g. P0 waits for the resource held by P1, ..., Pn
waits for the resource held by P0. Formally we have :
∀i@j : i, j ∈ {0, ..., n} ∧ i 6= j ∧ Pi waits on Pj
To illustrate real scenarios in which deadlocks might occur, a banking application will
be used as an example. Besides being an intuitive example to which the reader relates
with, it provides an interesting case for discussing concurrency related concerns, being
3
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void transfer(Account A, Account B, int amount)
{
A.lock();
B.lock();
A.take(amount);
B.give(amount);
B.unlock ();
A.unlock ();
}
...
transfer(accA , accB , 10); // executed by thread #1
...
transfer(accB , accA , 10); // executed by thread #2
Listing 1.1: Scenario exemplifying a deadlock during a transfer using mutex locks.
widely used as an example in the literature [Jon07, ST95]. This interest steams from the
consistency and atomicity requirements when dealing with transactions between bank
accounts. The system can never be in a state, externally observed, in which the money is
already retrieved from one account but not yet deposited in another account.
To avoid an inconsistent external state, transfers have to be atomic. For this, the pro-
grammer could lock both accounts, ensuring mutual exclusion for the transfer, and re-
leasing the locks at the end so that other transfers can take place, as shown in Listing 1.1.
However, even though atomicity is guaranteed, a deadlock could occur. The deadlock
arises when the first thread only attains the accA lock and the second thread only attains
the accB lock. Neither will be able to attain the next lock needed to process the transfer
because the required lock is held by the other thread. This completes the circular-wait,
entering a deadlock.
However, if the locks were attained in the same order, no deadlock could occur. When
two or more resources are involved, locking them according to a global order is an effec-
tive way to prevent deadlocks. This approach eliminates deadlocks in cases where cyclic
dependencies are present.
While applying locks to a small segment of code can appear trivial at first sight, the
data that is guarded by those same locks may, naturally, be accessed by other threads
across the program. This burdens the programmer with concerns that demand an evalu-
ation of the impact of those accesses in the correctness of the code segment enclosed by
the lock synchronization primitives. Improper evaluation of such accesses (and subse-
quent synchronization, if required) can lead to data-races. Such code-centric approach
requires a non-local reasoning and a vast knowledge of the code by the programmer
[VTD06].
On top of that, callers need to be aware of the concurrency management requirements
of their callees, namely which locks they are taking. This implies knowing their imple-
mentation to avoid deadlock scenarios. As such, systems based on lock mechanisms are
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highly uncomposable and hard to maintain.
As expound, the extensive use of locks burdens the programmer with many decisions.
The number of locks to use, where to place them, identifying potential deadlock-prone
situations and how to deal with error-recovery inside regions delimited by locks. All
these can affect the correctness and efficiency of the program.
1.2.2 Types of scenarios
The effectiveness of a concurrency control mechanism might depend on the type of sce-
nario it is presented with: static or dynamic. Most notably, this theme will be referenced
in the state of the art (Chapter 2) due to deadlock-freedom provided by the various sys-
tems varying according to the type of scenario considered. Due to the way they are
implemented, some can only provide deadlock-freedom in static scenarios. In dynamic
scenarios, providing for this property becomes inherently problematic.
Static scenarios represent the majority of scenarios in applications due to its fixed
nature, as previously shown in Listing 1.1. They represent the scenarios where all the
resources to be acquired before evaluating a critical section are possible to infer at compile
time or at runtime, before entering the critical section.
Trivially, if the locks in Listing 1.1 were replaced by a higher level construct, the com-
piler could recognize the objects involved in the critical section, which in this scenario are
account accA and accB, and acquire locks on both objects to ensure atomicity. In order to
assure deadlock-freedom in this scenario, the locks would have to be acquired according
to a previously established global order.
On the other end of the spectrum, in dynamic scenarios, no information can be at-
tained at compile time about all the objects that take part in the critical section. A dy-
namic scenario in the removal of a node from a doubly-linked list is shown in Listing 1.2.
Since the locking of more than one memory position is not atomic, a guard is required to
prevent other threads from traversing the list at the same time. As a result, a deadlock-
prone situation arises if in another part of the program a node is locked before the guard
is invoked. The global nature of dynamic scenarios hinders its reasoning.
Some approaches, such as the one presented in [MZGB06], adopt a conservative ap-
proach and refuse to compile if deadlock-freedom cannot be guaranteed. In some cases,
tools actually manage to support dynamic scenarios like resource groups (the system that
will be the backbone of this thesis, as detailed in Section 2.2.2) and [CCG08, HFP06,
EFJM07, WLK+09] mentioned in the state of the art.
By contrast, transactional memory attempts to solve this at runtime by rolling back the
execution of a thread whenever the memory operations it performs conflict with changes
made by other threads or when a deadlock is detected (in pessimist approaches).
To take a conservative approach, the compiler can attempt to figure out a coarser al-
ternative that guarantees the mutual exclusion for the possible objects in the critical sec-
tion. One such approach is to force critical sections in dynamic scenarios to be serialized
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1 void remove(List L, Node node) {
2 atomic{
3 for(Node cur in L) {
4 if(cur==node) {
5 Node prev = cur.prev ;
6 Node next = cur.next ;
7 prev.next = next ;
8 next.prev = prev ;
9 }
10 }
11 }
12 }
Listing 1.2: A dynamic scenario during the removal of a node from a doubly linked
list
according to a global lock.
Another possible approach is acquiring a lock according to the type of the data that
can be part of the dynamic set of unknown variables. For example, in a list constituted
of nodes, a list/node global lock could be taken. That way, even though the actual data
used in a dynamic scenario is unknown before entering the critical section, the type of
the data passive of acquisition is known, hence the lesser known common denominator
used to retain the atomicity.
However, these approaches intending to cope with dynamic scenarios result in a loss
of concurrency. Compared to them, the lower level system resource groups achieves a
minimal loss of concurrency.
1.2.3 Two approaches to synchronization: code-centric and data-centric
So far, this document has focused on code-centric synchronization. They are the most
widely used constructs, which explicitly delimitate the sequence of instructions that should
be evaluated while holding certain properties, which normally equates to atomicity.
Locks fall into this category by using the lock() and unlock() primitives on lock
variables. Over the years, several constructs to express atomicity have been proposed.
Of these, the most widely used is the atomic section proposed by Lomet [Lom77], which
represents the guarantee of atomicity and isolation of the enclosed block. Atomic sections
have been adopted by both pessimistic and optimistic models. For the sake of simplicity,
this will be the construct used to symbolize atomicity (and transactions) throughout this
document.
Even while being under the same category, locks have arguably lesser visibility for
the programmer. If a section of the code must protect several distinct variables, it is
not unusual to see several lock()/unlock() calls to each variable’s respective lock. This
flood of function calls that surround the actual code obstructs it, increasing the likelihood
of programmer errors, such as forgetting to unlock one of the many variables initially
locked.
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1 atomic { // acquire lock over ’b’
2
3 atomic { // acquire lock over ’a’
4 ... // accesses ’a’
5 }
6 atomic {
7 ...
8 }
9
10 //only when no more locks will be acquired , release phase can start
11 //lock over ’a’ and ’b’ can be released
12 }
Listing 1.3: Two-phase locking involving atomic sections.
1 class Account {
2 atomicse t acc ;
3 atomic(acc) int balance ;
4 }
5
6 void transfer( u n i t f o r Account A, u n i t f o r Account B, int amount) {
7 A.take(amount);
8 B.give(amount);
9 }
Listing 1.4: Example of a data-centric approach to concurrency as seen in [DHM+12].
Similarly, despite being a cleaner alternative to locks, it is still possible to wrongly
delimit the sequence of statements to be enclosed by an atomic section, either by excess
or deficiency. The former is more common, extending the atomic sections over statements
that do not belong in the atomic section, reducing performance needlessly.
The regular approach is to apply two-phase-locking that features two distinct phases:
acquisition and release phase. During acquisition phase, locks can only be acquired, but
not released. Once the first lock is released, no locks can be further acquired until all
locks are released.
With this in mind, the resources held by an inner section are potentially only released
when the outer section terminates. Another posterior interior section would still acquire
locks, negative the first inner section the right to release them due to the need to remain in
the acquire phase. As shown in Listing 1.3, the resources held by the two nested atomic
sections can only be released at the end of the outer atomic section in order to ensure
deadlock-freedom.
Data-centric approaches contrast with these. The information is conveyed through
"what data" the programmer wants to evaluate atomically, not where or how. Errors as-
sociated with misplacing constructs are lessened. Protecting a group of data is permanent
for the whole program.
However, data-centric approaches place a heavier burden on the compiler, since it
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must infer more information. In order to optimize performance, even data-centric ap-
proaches might require additional annotations. In reality, a data-centric approach will
have more than just annotations on the data that wants to be protected. In [DHM+12],
unitfor is used on function arguments to indicate that the method body should evaluate
a set of data atomically, an atomic set.
An example from this work is exemplified in Listing 1.4. Comparing to previous code-
centric examples, synchronization information is all centralized on the data, making its
use trivial in the rest of the code, as shown in the implementation of transfer().
Avoiding duplication of responsibilities in code is tutted as the first step towards re-
ducing the occurrence of bugs and increasing legibility of the code. In a data-centric
approach, this is assured. If in the course of program development a block of code needs
to be treated atomically, and it relates to the same group of data that was previously pro-
tected, no changes are required. The annotations related to this group of data are already
in the code. This approach centralizes the protection and makes it very non-intrusive and
avoids repetition.
As during development, the approach used also influences the methodology in de-
bugging applications. Consider a situation where the team developing an application
finds a bug related to concurrency. If that application relies heavily on code-centric con-
currency control, debugging a concurrency issue involves rechecking every code-centric
annotation, where such set of data may be referenced. In contrast, in data-centric mech-
anisms it would suffice to review how the data is protected, where it is declared, instead
of rechecking the whole code.
One problem associated with data-centric constructs is its novelty. Research in this
area is still very recent, especially when comparing to code-centric alternatives, such as
transactional memory. As a result, no data-centric system has seen widespread usage
outside of the academia.
Unfortunately, the only data-centric approach [VTD06, DHM+12] requires the pro-
grammer to explicitly assemble the resources into sets and does not guarantee deadlock-
freedom in all dynamic scenarios. The ideal would be if the grouping-sets process would
be automatically generated by the compiler. The programmer would then be strictly re-
stricted to simple annotations that would convey its intent on which data to protect.
The absence of deadlock-freedom also affects more than meets the eye. Unlike locks
where programmers are arguably more experienced in identifying deadlocks, in a new
paradigm such as a data-centric system, that knowledge would have to be re-acquired.
As a consequence, the absence of deadlock-freedom in a new paradigm will greatly
affect its adoption, emphasizing the need for a new system that provides it.
Our proposal intends to address these problems by providing simple constructs that
will be mapped into an underlying low level API that provides deadlock-freedom and
atomicity in a data-centric setting.
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1.3 Objectives
As elaborated in the previous section, the currently used concurrency management sys-
tems have their inherent problems. No system can be said to be objectively superior to
all other systems. While the data-centric paradigm has potentially the most benefits, it
must be less obtrusive and provide more security properties in order to compete with the
engrained code-centric, lock-based mechanisms.
As such, our objective is to provide the programmer with simple data-centric con-
structs to express atomicity, while relieving it from the burdens of deadlocks and data-
races. Additionally, the performance penalization should be on par with comparable
systems. Failing to achieve so would be detrimental to the adaptation of this work.
To achieve such, a low level data-centric concurrency control mechanism, named Re-
sourceGroups [PD12], will be used to implement the higher level constructs that will be
provided to the programmer. These data-centric constructs, provided by previous re-
search work done by Paulino and Delgado, allows multiple resources to be combined
into groups that can be acquired and released, granting the thread that holds the group
the right to operate on the elements of the group in mutual exclusion regarding the other
threads. They guarantee deadlock-freedom and composability, properties that should be
preserved by the high level constructs.
The proposed high level constructs will consist in a set of data-centric Java annota-
tions with no explicit reference to sets (or groups) of data, contrasting with AJ, the current
state of the art in data-centric concurrency control. Comparatively to this work, the an-
notations will be reduced to the variables and parameters that require synchronization.
For that purpose, the work will consists in two parts: the model which will be pro-
vided to the programmer, and how to implementing it efficiently by mapping into the
ResourceGroups API.
1.4 Contributions
The contributions of this work are threefold:
• Definition of a data-centric concurrency control system supported by a single data-
centric annotation.
• Delineation of a lock inference algorithm that guarantees both deadlock-freedom
and atomicity in our system, while minimizing the overhead.
• Implementation of a functional prototype in the Java programming language.
• Evaluation of the productivity of the system developed relative to current state of
the art code-centric and data-centric concurrency control systems.
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1.5 Structure
This document is split into six chapters. The current Chapter attempts to provide a mo-
tivation and setting for the need to develop further research in the field of deadlock-free
concurrency control mechanisms and summarizes the contributions of this thesis. Chap-
ter 2 presents a more in-depth view on the current state of the art in concurrency control
mechanisms that provide some degree of deadlock-freedom and a final remark about
them. Chapter 3 presents our proposal of a data-centric concurrency control model and
its properties. Chapter 4 explains the implementations of our prototype. Chapter 5 fea-
tures an evaluation of our model and prototype against other state of the art concurrency
control mechanisms. Finally, Chapter 6 features a final overview of the work developed
in this thesis.
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State of the Art
The work on this thesis focuses on providing a data-centric approach to concurrency
management that guarantees deadlock-freedom. Firstly, it presents a brief introduction
of the three philosophies for dealing with deadlocks that are adopted by the systems pre-
sented throughout this chapter. Then, current state of the art in data-centric concurrency
control will be presented along with the remaining systems studied that provide some
degree of deadlock-freedom. Lastly, an overview comparing all the systems and their
respective benefits and pitfalls.
2.1 On the handling of deadlock situations
Deadlocks represent a real danger to software and a constant concern for programmers.
Research in the area is driven by the need to provide solutions to this problem, either
through systems that can either guarantee deadlock-freedom or mitigate deadlock-proneness.
There are three distinct philosophies, well documented in the literature, to deal with
deadlock situations [SGG05] :
deadlock avoidance a dynamic analysis, performed at run-time, that mediates the syn-
chronization requests. The requests are only granted when they cannot generate a
deadlock. Otherwise, they are rejected or delayed until safe. This method requires
more information about the use given to the resources by each process.
deadlock prevention a static analysis, performed at compile time, ensures that the four
necessary conditions for a deadlock to occur are never simultaneously verified in
the system. At least one of the necessary conditions must not hold at any given
time.
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c lass Account {
atomicse t (account)
atomic(account) i n t money;
void transfer(Account A, Account B, i n t amount) {
A.take(amount);
B.give(amount);
}
}
Listing 2.1: AJ atomic(s) construct.
deadlock detection using both static and dynamic analysis, the system monitors exe-
cution progress and when a deadlock is detected, measures are taken to recover
from the deadlock, such as restarting from a previously checkpointed non-deadlock
state. Optimistic transactional memory uses this approach.
Next we present the most relevant approaches for deadlock-free concurrency con-
trol, grouping them according to the philosophy used to provide a varying degrees of
deadlock-freedom.
2.2 Data-centric Concurrency Control
2.2.1 Atomic Sets (AJ)
The following works are based on the notion of an atomic group that represents the ability
to group a set of resources so that they can be evaluated atomically as a single unit. They
represent the basis for data-centric concurrency control management mechanisms.
The proposal in [VTD06, DHM+12] introduces the notion of atomic sets, a data-centric
alternative to code-centric synchronization mechanisms. AJ avoids high and low-level
data-races by delegating on the programmer the specification of consistency properties
between certain data that should be updated atomically.
The paper goes on to demonstrate that data-races (both low and high level) can be
statically categorized into 11 groups. They can be eliminated using the constructs pro-
posed, resulting in fewer annotations required to provide equivalent synchronization in
programs. Further static analysis is used in the paper to automatically infer the points in
the code where synchronization primitives are required to avoid data-races.
In total, four constructs are proposed:
atomicset(s) creates a new atomic set. All operations over data in this atomic set should
be done atomically, in a unit of work, as illustrated in Listing 2.1.
atomic(s) binds a variable to an atomic set s.
owned(s) in addition to binding a variable to an atomic set s, binds the reference it refer-
ences to the same atomic set s, as illustrated in Listing 2.2. Recursively expressed
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1 c lass LinkedList {
2 atomicse t (list);
3 atomic(list) i n t size;
4 owned(entry) atomic(list) Entry header;
5
6 p u b l i c Object set( i n t index , Object value) {
7 Entry e = entry(index);
8 Object oldVal = e.value;
9 e.value = value;
10 r e t u r n oldVal;
11 }
12 }
13
14 c lass Entry{
15 atomic(entry) Object value;
16 owned(entry) atomic(entry) Entry next;
17 }
Listing 2.2: AJ owned(s) construct.
1 c lass Bank {
2 p u b l i c void transfer( u n i t f o r Account a, u n i t f o r Account b, i n t n) {
3 transfer(a, b, n);
4 }
5 }
Listing 2.3: AJ unitfor construct.
data structures, such as linked lists, use this annotation to unify a chain of refer-
ences in the same atomic set. In the case of a linked list, since each node of the list
binds itself and the next node it points to, recursively, all nodes will be included in
the same atomic set. This guarantees atomicity when dealing with the list.
unitfor specifies function parameters that should be manipulated atomically, as illus-
trated in Listing 2.3. In detail, each of the variables marked as unitfor in a function
will be treated as if they were part of the same atomic set, in the function body.
atomic class-constructor makes a class thread-safe by putting all of its fields and the
fields of its superclasses in a single atomic set. This allows us to skip synchroniza-
tion wrappers classes.
s1=this.s2 indicates that the atomic set s1 from the annotated type is aliased with atomic
set s2 from the current object.
The implementation relies on static analysis, using a data flow analysis over a pro-
grams call graph, that infers which locks need to be held for each unit of work, that
represents atomic accesses to a group of atomic sets.
A lock is associated with each atomic set. Subsequently, for each method and all
methods transitively called by that method, locks are acquired for all atomic sets they
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1 c lass Node implements INode {
2 atomicse t (n);
3 p r i v a t e atomic(n) Node left| t h i s .n<n|;
4 p r i v a t e atomic(n) Node right| t h i s .n<n|;
5 ...
6 void insert( i n t v){
7 ... left = new Node| t h i s .n<n|(v); ...
8 ... right = new Node| t h i s .n<n|(v); ...
9 }
10 }
Listing 2.4: Augmenting AJ with ordering annotations.
could possibly access. Due to performance concerns, the locks used in this proposal
allow multiple readers but only one writer, commonly known as readers-writer lock.
The locks identified in each method are acquired according to a previously estab-
lished global order, effectively eliminating deadlocks in static scenarios. However, dead-
locks can still occur in dynamic scenarios if (transitive) cyclical dependences between
two units of work exist. Currently these scenarios are not detected, but could be detected
through static analysis. As such, the author points it as a possibility for future work.
Follow-up work [MHD+] attempts to mitigate this possibility by the addition of an-
other set of annotations that allow the programmer to clarify situations that potentially
lead to deadlock situations from the perspective of the compiler. Due to the nature of
the system, some situations are perceived as deadlock-prone because the system cannot
guarantee that resources are acquired according to a global order. This type of situation
is especially prevalent in dynamic scenarios and recursive data-structures.
s1<s2 specifies the order of acquisition regarding two instances of the same atomic set (s1
precedes s2).
However, those specific scenarios might represent false-positives. Even if it is not
possible for the system to infer that locks are acquired in the correct order, the under-
lying structure being evaluated might already inadvertently enforce an order. In these
situations, the primary culprit is the lack of information conveyed to the system by the
annotations or the lack of a sufficiently complex static-analysis algorithm that would al-
low such inferences to be made. The proposed solution is to augment the system with
additional annotations that can convey the actual order of the locks to the system.
An example of this situation is present in a binary tree, where a de facto node order
exists: the root of a subtree always precedes the nodes of the left and right branches.
However, its inference is not trivial, requiring the lock ordering annotations by the pro-
grammer, as illustrated on Listing 2.4.1
Notwithstanding, it should be noted that the authors only mention the application
of these annotations to situations regarding false-positives. Applying this approach to
1The example is taken from Figure 7 in the original document [MHD+]
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1 atomicse t (a)
2 atomic(a) i n t l = 0 ; //part of an atomic set
3
4 function fun1() {
5 i n t local1 = l + 1 ;
6 l = local ;
7 }
8
9 function fun2() {
10 l = -1 ;
11 }
Listing 2.5: Example of a problematic data access pattern (Ru(l),Wu′(l),Wu(l)), as
identified in [HDVT08].
dynamic scenarios were no such order exists would not result in deadlock-freedom. As
such, the current state of this work still does not guarantee deadlock-freedom in all sce-
narios.
Related work by Christian Hammer et al. in [HDVT08] changed the approach by
focusing on the identification of scenarios that should be annotated, due to the presence
of data-races. The data-race detection relies on dynamic analysis of a program. Similarly
to previous work by Vaziri et al. in [VTD06], data-races where categorized into groups
that represent problematic data access patterns. In addition to the 11 problematic groups
identified in [VTD06], 3 more were added, bringing the total to 14 problematic scenarios.
The correctness criterion used is atomic-set serializability, where a unit of work should
be serializable regarding the atomic-set used. When units of work do not respect this
criterion, data-races can occur within each unit of work. Each data-race scenario found
in a program has to fall under one of the 14 identified by the author. Thus, one of the
contributions is on how to make such detection during runtime as efficient as possible.
The notation used to describe the order of events in these scenarios is Opu(var), where
Op can be a read (R) or a write (W ) from unit of work u to variable var.
Consider the following scenario illustrated in Listing 2.5: a shared variable l is part
of an atomic set and two threads are executing two functions, fun1() and fun2(), each
representing a unit of work. Unit of work u reads data from variable l into a local variable,
possibly modifying it, and then writes it back to variable l. Meanwhile, between the read
and the write from unit of work u, another unit of work, u′, writes a value to variable l.
This scenario represents the first problematic data access pattern identified in this
work,Ru(l),Wu′(l),Wu(l), corresponds to a stale read. As a result of the first write by unit
of work u′, the value read in by u at the beginning is stale, invalidating its serializability.
Disregarding efficiency, each scenario can be represented by a state machine, as illus-
trated in Figure 2.1. The first state represents the beginning, when no access was detected,
while the end state represents the detection of a data-race of the specific scenario.
In order to represent this state machine efficiently, the authors used a bitset. A bitset
is an abstract data-structure that is regularly implemented using an integer of the target
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0start 1 2 3
Ru(l) Wu′(l) Wu(l)
Figure 2.1: Finite state machine to represent scenario Ru(l),Wu′(l),Wu(l).
language. In this work, each bit represents a state of the finite state machine. Since a
scenario has at most 5 states, 3 bits are used to describe each state. As such, for each
atomic-set a long value (42-bits) is used to represent all states for all scenarios.
During instrumentation, each atomic-set keeps monitoring accesses to data and up-
dating the bitset state machines for the various scenarios. When a data-race is detected,
i.e. when one of the state machines reaches an acceptance state, information about the
conditions where the data-race appeared are logged into a file for posterior analysis.
2.2.2 Resource Groups (RG)
In [DP12], Delgado and Paulino propose a data-centric pessimistic concurrency control
mechanism, Resource Groups or RGs for short.
In this work, the resource group, a set of data that should be manipulated atomically,
is the basic concurrency management unit. These are dynamic: can change composition,
be acquired, or released. Table 2.1 lists the corresponding API. The acquire and release
define the scope of atomic evaluation of its resources.
As such, concerns about lock acquisition order in each resource group is abstracted by
the system’s API, making this work an interesting platform to be the compilation target
of higher level constructs.
newGroup g Creates a new group
g.add(ā) Add a sequence of resources to group
g.addRead(ā) Add a sequence of resources to group using a read lock
g.remove(ā) Remove a sequence of resources from group
g.acquire()/lock() Acquire resource group
g.release()/unlock() Release resource group
g.setPartition(ā) Set the group’s partition
g.close() Close resource group
Table 2.1: Constructs provided to manipulate resource groups.
Static scenarios represent situations when the resources to be acquired in the critical
section are known before evaluating it. Accordingly, a group has to be created, added
resources to and be acquired by the thread, as exemplified in Listing 2.6. Since this group
is fixed, i.e. does not change size, successful acquisition of a group guarantees that the
thread can safely execute the critical section without further considerations. Further-
more, since all resources are known, the system attempts to lock each resource respecting
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1 void transfer(Account A, Account B, int amount)
2 {
3 newGroup group ;
4 group.add(A) ;
5 group.add(B) ;
6 group.acquire () ;
7
8 A.take(amount);
9 B.give(amount);
10
11 group.release () ;
12 }
Listing 2.6: Usage of resource groups in static scenarios.
1 void remove(List L, Node node)
2 {
3 newGroup group ;
4 group.add(L.head) ; //add the head of the list
5 group.acquire () ; // acquire partition
6
7 Node current = L.head.getNext () ;
8
9 while(current != node) {
10 current = current.getNext () ;
11 }
12
13 Node previous = current.getPrevious () ;
14 Node next = current.getNext () ;
15 group.add(previous) ;
16 group.add(next) ;
17
18 previous.setNext(next) ;
19 next.setPrevious(previous) ;
20
21 group.release () ;
22 }
Listing 2.7: Usage of resource groups in dynamic scenarios.
a previously defined global resource order, effectively eliminating deadlocks in these sce-
narios.
However, in dynamic scenarios, assuring deadlock-freedom is not so simple. Groups
may increase and decrease in size during critical sections and be nested inside other re-
source groups, effectively invalidating the previous approach taken in static scenarios.
As such, the resources that potentially might be used during a critical section are not able
to be identified before actually evaluating the critical section. Listing 2.7 illustrates such
scenarios.
When removing an element from a doubly-linked list whose position in the list is
unknown, the nodes that surround it are, by transitivity, also unknown. Although the
removal should be atomic, the system does not know which nodes should be locked
before the beginning of the operation. This models a fully dynamic scenario.
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To avoid this, static analysis splits the application state into partitions. Each partition
contains the elements whose interaction can lead to a deadlock. Each group is then asso-
ciated with the partitions that its resources belong to, forcing the group acquisition to also
acquire the partitions associated with it. Logically, since an additional layer of bonding
between resources is added to groups, concurrency will be more restrained in dynamic
scenarios.
However, since acquiring a resource group involves acquiring beforehand its asso-
ciated partition, at most one thread will hold a partition. As such, no two threads will
hold a resource group whose elements belong to the same partition, effectively assuring
deadlock-freedom in dynamic scenarios.
The partitioning algorithm puts in the same partition the resources that are accessible
to multiple threads and provoke circular-wait conditions. Effectively, resources are put
into a partition if they generate circular chains. In addition, their acquisition either can
be local (when restricted to a given object) or global. For the sake of brevity, this scope
represents a way to impose different granularities on partitions in order to maximize
concurrency.
Conflicts between static and dynamic acquisitions are solved by guaranteeing that
a thread obliged to block during a group acquisition operation releases the remainder
resources, of that same group, that it already holds. The thread will then block on the sole
resource that it failed to acquire last. When that resource is again available, the thread
releases it and attempts to re-acquire all locks from the start, respecting the previously
established global lock order. The ordered re-acquisition of the resources guarantees that
at least one thread is making progress. As a result, livelock-freedom is also guaranteed.
Composability is also provided by these constructs: nested groups can re-acquire re-
sources or partitions acquired in outermost groups due to the use of reentrant locks.
In conclusion, this work offers a data-centric API for concurrency management that
guarantees composability, atomicity, livelock-freedom and deadlock-freedom in both static
and dynamic scenarios.
Nevertheless, due to its low level nature, two major problems make it infeasible for a
direct replacement of more popular concurrency control mechanisms, such as locks and
STMs. First, the amount of annotations required make it error-prone. If the programmer
forgets to free a group after using it, the system will not work correctly. Second, the
properties assured by the API depend on its correct use. That responsibility should be
delegated into a compiler instead of being another concern for the programmer.
As such, creating new high-level constructs that avoid these pitfalls while retaining
the positive properties provided by ResourceGroups will be the focus of this thesis.
2.3 Code-Centric Concurrency Control
Atomic sections are one of the most widely used constructs to express atomicity in pro-
gramming languages. Systems that rely on pessimistic approaches are especially useful
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due to supporting irreversible operations, such as I/O, to be used atomically. The most
common method to guarantee deadlock-freedom is prevention.
The following systems are motivated by the lack of these properties in legacy lock-
based systems and by the fact that no runtime system is required, as opposed to ap-
proaches that use deadlock avoidance or detection. Internally, the atomic sections resort
to lock-based lower-level concurrency control primitives to manage concurrency. How-
ever, these locks will need to be inferred since in most systems the only information
supplied by the programmer is the position of the atomic section in the code.
The atomicity provided by these systems is only guaranteed as long as the code inside
the atomic sections do not terminate unexpectedly due to an exception. If such were to
happen, changes made in shared memory would not be reverted, in opposition to STMs,
where the transaction would be aborted and retried.
Each system has its own method for inferring which locks should be acquired by a
given atomic section. The main goal is to guarantee atomicity and composability while at
the same time attempting to guarantee deadlock-freedom. While the level of deadlock-
freedom guaranteed varies according to each system, most systems do not guarantee it
in dynamic scenarios.
2.3.1 AutoLocker
AutoLocker [MZGB06] focus its contribution on the ability to provide superior perfor-
mance compared to STMs. Nonetheless, benchmarks show that performance is slightly
worse than manual implementations using coarse and fine-grained policies. Achieving
equal performance would require a much more complex lock-inference system and more
annotations to eliminate ambiguities that forbid optimizations used by programmers.
Concurrency control is expressed at two levels. The programmer must delimit atomic
sections and, additionally, explicitly associate a lock variable to annotate the data with a
lock variable, through the protected_by annotation.
Atomic sections in AutoLocker only guarantee exclusive access to the memory posi-
tions that have been associated to lock variables. Listing 2.8 illustrates this approach in
the implementation of a function, put, that stores an element v (with given key k) in a
hash table.
Due to the lack of annotations inside the atomic section, the programmer can fine-
tune the locking mechanism, enforcing it to be more fine or coarse-grained. Tuning the
granularity does not interfere with the underlying program because both annotations
(mutex and protected_by) are only used by Autolocker. Listing 2.9 demonstrates the use
of an individual lock per bucket instead of a global lock for the whole table, improving
performance in the hash table by enabling concurrent access to distinct buckets.
The addition of a method for hash table resize would require another protected_by
annotation to protect the whole hash table. The global lock would be at a higher level
than the individual bucket locks, only allowing the use of individual locks when the
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1 s t r u c t entry { i n t k; i n t v; s t r u c t entry* next; };
2
3 mutex table_lock;
4 s t r u c t entry *table[SIZE] protec ted_by (table_lock);
5
6 void put( i n t k, i n t v) {
7 i n t hashcode = ...;
8 s t r u c t entry *e = malloc (...);
9 e->k = k; e->v = v;
10 atomic {
11 e->next = table[hashcode ];
12 table[hashcode] = e;
13 }
14 }
Listing 2.8: The annotations required to implement an hash table using AutoLocker.
1 s t r u c t bucket {
2 mutex lock;
3 s t r u c t entry* head protec ted_by (lock);
4 };
5 s t r u c t bucket table[SIZE];
Listing 2.9: Augmenting the hash table from Listing 2.8 using fine-grained locks.
global lock is in read-only mode. This lock organization scheme, called multi-granularity
locking, comes from database systems literature [GLPT76]. Overall, having the possibil-
ity to use such organization provides the programmer with almost full control over the
code generated with minimal use of annotations.
Deadlock-freedom is also guaranteed. During the translation from the annotated code
into pure C code, a correction algorithm is run to ensure that all the code produced is
deadlock free. If that property cannot be guaranteed, compilation will fail. Thus, the tool
might refuse to compile the code if it is unable to order locks in a way that deadlocks are
not present, leading to a false-positive. This is due in part to the algorithm’s conservative
approach. However, the authors argue that most of the cases that produce a compilation
error can be manually fixed by replacing local locks with global locks.
Since AutoLocker makes use of two-phase-locking, limitations are imposed on al-
gorithms implemented with it. Consider a tree data structure. Deadlocks that appear
obvious to the compiler might not exist due to the way the structure is accessed. A sim-
ple tree traversal algorithm in which each node traversed is locked will not compile. At
each level, a lock to the previous node would be released and another to the next node
would have to be acquired, triggering the false positive by the compiler.
2.3.2 Lock Inference for Atomic Sections
The work proposed by Michael Hicks et al. in [HFP06] provides a similar mechanism to
AutoLocker but without requiring lock annotations.
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A type-based analysis infers the abstract locations of each memory location shared
between threads through pointer backtracking. For each atomic section, the compiler
backtracks all pointer values to their point of origin in the atomic section. The closed set
of memory locations computed represents the minimal set that has to be protected with
a lock before executing the atomic section. This information is then used to generate the
locks that have to be acquired to ensure atomicity in each atomic section. These locks
are then released before exiting the atomic section, i.e. two-phase locking previously
discussed for AutoLocker (Section 2.3.1). Locks should be reentrant since outer atomic
sections also protect the data inside the inner atomic sections.
Since the number of locks potentially acquired can introduce unwanted overhead,
when two or more locations are always accessed together, their locks are coalesced into
a single lock. Additionally, if a location a is always accessed after acquiring the lock to
another location b, the location a lock is dominated by location b lock. Accordingly, the
lock for location a is dropped.
Deadlock-freedom in both dynamic and static scenarios is attained by enforcing a
global lock order and acquiring them accordingly. As far as we can conclude, due to the
need to assess statically all references, deadlock-freedom in dynamic scenarios is assured
by sacrificing performance. When a relation of dominance is not able to be established
due to circular dependencies, the algorithm reverts to a global lock that protects the af-
fected atomic sections. This detail is not explicitly mentioned in the work, but a similar
technique is assumed to be used.
Consider a linked list. Even thought the amount of nodes it can contain is unbounded,
the algorithm will only protect the list backbone. If a method returned a random node
from the list, its lock would not be the same as the list backbone due to a different mem-
ory location and violate atomicity. But if the previously mentioned global lock is used,
atomicity would be preserved.
2.3.3 Lock Allocation
The work proposed by Emmi et al. in [EFJM07] computes the locks required through
backtracking of pointers locations. Each atomic section is then associated with locks that
represent resources used in that section. Resources that are unknown or that might have
multiple locations are said to be may-alias. The locks are then modelled as a constraint
optimization problem in order to reduce the number of locks used while maintaining
atomicity and deadlock-freedom.
The nesting of atomic sections is, once again, supported by enforcing a two-phase-
locking in similar fashion to AutoLocker (Section 2.3.1). The resources acquired by the
inner atomic sections are only released when the outer atomic section finishes.
In static scenarios, imposing a global lock order guarantees the absence of deadlocks
due to the orderly acquisition of the locks at the entrance of an atomic section. However,
this approach is not enough to guarantee deadlock-freedom in dynamic scenarios since
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the set of locks represented by may-alias variables has to be dynamically determined. In
those cases, may-alias variables are assigned a single global lock. Given that they can
point to multiple locations during the execution of the program, assigning them to a sin-
gle global lock guarantees both atomicity and deadlock-freedom in dynamic scenarios.
Hence, concurrency is sacrificed in order to guarantee deadlock-freedom in dynamic sce-
narios.
In conclusion, deadlock-freedom is assured in both static and dynamic scenarios.
2.3.4 Inferring locks for atomic sections
The work proposed by Cherem in [CCG08] makes use of multi-granular locking seen in
database systems to provide weak atomicity and deadlock-freedom.
Consider a fine lock that represents a resource that is acquired inside an atomic section
where a coarse lock is already held. Multi-granular locks permit the locking of individual
finer locks without holding the coarser lock, instead marking it with an intention. The in-
tention conveys that at least one fine lock is currently held by a thread, so the coarse lock
cannot be acquired. When all fine locks are released, the coarse lock loses its intention,
regaining the ability to be acquired by a thread.
The association between resources and the locks that should be acquired is done
through pointer backtracking analysis, as described in Section 2.3.2.
If the number of locations in an atomic section is fixed and under a certain threshold,
each memory location has a fine-grain lock associated. Otherwise, such as in dynamic
scenarios where the number of elements accessed in a atomic section is unbounded, a
single coarse-grain lock is used. This technique reduces the contention when the number
of locks is high and ensures deadlock-freedom in dynamic scenarios by using a coarser
lock that encases all potentially accessed elements.
Deadlock-freedom is guaranteed in both scenarios as in [EFJM07, HFP06].
2.3.5 Deadlock Avoidance
The deadlock avoidance strategy relies on having a runtime that avoids transitions in
the system’s state that might result in a deadlock.The system delays the acquisition of
locks deemed deadlock-prone until they are considered safe. As such, the two systems
here overviewed resort to static analysis and a runtime for deciding lock acquisitions.
However, they resort to different methods to evaluate the safeness of a lock acquisition.
The purpose of the static analysis is to identify cases where deadlocks can be present,
delegating a significant part of the computation offline. This allows the runtime code to
focus solely on avoiding them as the execution unfolds, minimizing runtime overhead.
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2.3.5.1 Shared Memory Deadlock-Free Semantics
In the work by Boudol presented in [Bou09], the runtime ensures that states that might
lead into a deadlock are not allowed by refusing to lock a memory location when it an-
ticipates to take a memory location that is held by another thread.
The information on which memory locations that are held by a certain thread is an-
ticipated by using a type and effect system, that uses prudent semantics to prove the
deadlock-freedom of the lock. The runtime then disallows the locking of a pointer when-
ever it anticipates to take some other pointer that is currently held by another thread,
effectively preventing deadlocks.
This is achieved by translating an extension of CoreML with a type and effect system
into a runtime language. For each expression, the system computes the finite set of point-
ers that it might have to lock during its execution, and adds a lock over the set of point-
ers before evaluating the expression. Since all locks possible of acquisition are already
acquired when the expression is evaluated, deadlocks are avoided. As a consequence,
for every closed expression of the source language that is typable, its translation for the
target language is effectively free from deadlocks. However, this can only be applied to
static scenarios.
2.3.5.2 The theory of deadlock avoidance via discrete control
Contrasting with Boudol’s work, Wang et. al [WLK+09] introduces the use of Discrete
Control Theory (DCT) as a tool for dynamic deadlock avoidance in concurrent programs
that use lock-based synchronization primitives, without requiring additional annota-
tions. Not requiring additional annotation presents an interesting possibility, in which
the system would be used on legacy lock-based code to provide deadlock-freedom with-
out modifications.
DCT is a branch from control theory that describes system states and transitions, nor-
mally modelled as Petri Nets. These models can later be subjected to conditions to iden-
tify states that are prone to deadlock. For this purpose, the Petri Nets are augmented
with synchronization primitives and conditions that govern state transition. In a Petri
net, a siphon represents a group of states where the set of possible output transitions is
empty. Since no transitions to outside of the siphon are possible, the system state is effec-
tively trapped inside the siphon. For this reason, the authors argue that siphons represent
deadlock-prone states.
Instrumentation code is injected to take place immediately before synchronization
primitives, such as locks, are invoked. Before allowing a synchronization primitive to
execute, the runtime determines whether the resulting target state is deadlock-prone.
The transition is then stalled until the target state is deemed deadlock-free.
In dynamic scenarios, when the locks to be acquired are unknown, the system takes
a conservative approach and holds a lock using its own type. In the worst case sce-
nario, when all locks share the same type, the performance is downgraded to that of a
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1 void transfer(Object Object , Object Object , i n t amount)
2 {
3 atomic{
4 A.take(amount);
5 B.give(amount);
6 }
7 }
Listing 2.10: Atomic section in a transactional memory environment.
type-wide lock. As a result, deadlock-freedom is still assured in dynamic scenarios by
compromising performance.
2.3.6 Transactional Memory (TM)
Software transactional memory (STM) as a concurrency control mechanism grows from
the transaction concept found in database systems [HLR10]. Namely, from the optimistic
model used in databases that enables concurrent transactions and consequently taking
advantage of the new multi-core architectural paradigm. Furthermore, synchronization
intensive applications exhibiting a low conflict rate tend to benefit the most from the
scaling provided by concurrent transactions [PW10].
The STM paradigm favours compact semantics and ease of use in a concurrent envi-
ronment, as exemplified in Listing 2.10. The support for nested atomic sections enables
code compositionality. For instance, in an object-oriented programming language, the
implementation of a given method is not influenced by the use of atomic sections in
lower levels of the call stack.
Of the properties originally guaranteed by database transactions (ACID) [HR83], trans-
actional memory provides two of them:
Atomicity Changes performed by the transaction are made visible to the outside at the
same time, when the transaction commits successfully. STMs normally offer weak
atomicity, where atomicity is only guaranteed among transactions [HLR10].
Isolation Concurrent transactions do not observe the internal state of other transactions,
and therefore do not interfere with each other’s result.
The remainder two, consistency and durability, are not guaranteed in transactional
memory since supporting them would imply a considerable overhead similar to that of
database systems [MBM+06].
Statements in the atomic section have to maintain these properties or abort, and retry
later. The behaviour in the abort scenario can differ across distinct STM implementa-
tions. The unclear semantics associated with transactions across multiple implementa-
tions poses one of the reasons why STM only achieved negligible use in real applications
[Boe09].
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Transaction properties are either managed by a runtime system during the execution
or statically handled by the compiler, depending on the system in question. Normally,
the static approach is not as flexible but has less of an impact on the performance.
The transaction normally relies on two important mechanisms to assure atomicity:
commits and rollbacks. Commits are performed at the end of a transaction, and defines
the point when the changes performed by such transaction are made visible to the outside
(the commit itself also has to be atomic). A transaction cannot commit when the changes
it wants to apply to shared data conflicts with changes made in the data since the time
the transaction started.
Since STMS roll back when a deadlock or conflict is detected, transactional memory
is deadlock-free in both static and dynamic scenarios. At most, it will keep rolling back
due to conflicts, that might lead to a livelock, but never enter a state of deadlock.
Two main approaches can be taken regarding the concurrency control between trans-
actions: optimistic and pessimistic.
2.3.6.1 Conflict detection and resolution
With pessimistic concurrency control, if a conflict occurs, it is detected and resolved at
the same moment. Once a transaction is initiated, all further possible conflicts are de-
tected before they interact with the data, avoiding future conflicts. In other words, once a
transaction starts, it holds exclusive access to that data. In this case, deadlocks that occur
have to be resolved and STM does it through deadlock-detection.
On the other side of the spectrum, optimistic concurrency control permits for de-
layed detection and resolution of conflicts. This allows concurrent transactions to take
place, leaving to the runtime system the detection of possible conflicts before committing
changes.
When contention is high, the pessimistic approach will provide for better perfor-
mance due to the decreased number of rollbacks made compared to the optimistic al-
ternative. In that case, most transactions would execute only to the aborted because they
were contending with other transactions for the same data and the conflict was only
found in the end of execution.
On the other hand, the optimistic implementation is best suited for scenarios where
multiple transactions are not expected to compete over the same data.
However, some instructions cannot be rolled back, such as I/O routines or system
calls, and as a consequence are not allowed inside transactions. Even if I/O buffers where
to be copied and rolled back, sent packets would already be sent, regardless of whether
the transaction rolls back or not. Works in this direction have tried to mend this flaw and
provide for unrestricted transactions that don’t rely on complex implementations.
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2.3.6.2 Supporting I/O and System Calls within Transactions
The work in [BLM06] proposes a method for supporting I/O operation and system calls
in a unbounded conventional transactional memory system.
For that purpose it specifies two modes of execution:
restricted transactions limits transaction size, duration and content but is highly concur-
rent.
unrestricted transactions unbounded, but allows I/O and system calls. Only one is al-
lowed at any time, limiting concurrency.
Such support for I/O and system calls is based on the assumption that the oldest
transaction in the system will never roll-back or abort, because in the case of conflict,
younger transactions are aborted instead. This conflict resolution algorithm is used on
several transactional proposals [AAK+05, MBM+06, RG02].
Even though the authors provide two distinct implementations, a naïve and an op-
timized one, in this document we will restrict ourselves to the latter. The optimized
implementation allows for concurrent execution of multiple restricted transactions and a
single unrestricted transaction. This provides for highly concurrent execution of transac-
tions, assuming that the transactions using unrestricted mode due to I/O or system calls
in a program are a minority.
This proposal, however, requires dedicated hardware support: an interface that in-
cludes pairs of instructions for initiating and terminating each of the two modes of trans-
actions, and two word-sized registers (STSW and PTSW) used for controlling transac-
tions without introducing significant overhead.
2.3.7 Adaptive Locks
Adaptive Locks [UBES09] takes a completely different approach from previous works
and plays on the fact that performance of pessimistic and optimistic concurrency control
varies according to the execution scenario. While it relies on regular atomic sections that
ensure atomicity, their mode of execution is dynamically alternated between optimistic
and pessimistic in order to achieve maximum performance. Runtime holds the respon-
sibility of choosing and dynamically applying the mechanism that should yield the best
performance in each occasion.
For that purpose, the two modes represent mutex locks or transactional memory. De-
cision on whether to run an atomic section using a certain mode is based on the observed
behaviour of the program. During runtime, three factors are statistically evaluated for
each atomic section to make such decision:
nominal contention (c) number of threads blocked on the lock in mutex mode. It repre-
sents the benefit of executing in transaction mode rather than in mutex mode.
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actual contention (a) number of times each transaction retries in transactional mode. It
represents the competition by other threads over a shared data on the critical sec-
tion.
transactional overhead (o) a measure of the overhead associated with executing a trans-
action in this critical section, calculated based on the proportion of shared memory
operations in a transaction.
These three variables are taken into account by the balancing algorithm, which de-
cides whether or not to change the execution mode based on potential performance gain.
The cost-benefit analysis abides to the following formula:
a.o ≥ c
In case of tie, the system opts for the mutex mode.
The statistics’ acquisition overhead is almost negligible due to several optimizations,
like using CAS (compare-and-swap) instructions in the decision algorithm and updating
the statistic counters in a non-atomic way, allowing data-races in the statistics’ updates.
Updating the statistic counters would represent an important bottleneck if it had to be
serialized in all critical sections. For this reason, the authors decided that the skew arising
from concurrent updates is sufficiently negligible, and thus have opt to ignore it.
However, since any of the two mechanisms can be enforced at runtime, only common
features can be taken into account. As such, while isolation is guaranteed, atomicity and
deadlock-freedom are not. Additionally, due to the interchange between STM and mutex
mode, composability is also not guaranteed.
2.4 Final remarks
As possible to infer from Table 2.2, the most uniform advantage of the presented systems
compared to the de facto concurrency control mechanism, mutex locks, is composability.
This property alone greatly helps programmers build modular software.
The weak atomicity provided by systems other than transactional memory is only
applicable if the code being executed during an atomic section does not terminate unex-
pectedly due to an exception, as mentioned in Section 2.3.
In regards to their implementation, only works based on deadlock-prevention are
static. The remaining works, based on deadlock-detection and avoidance, rely on a run-
time system to manage the presence of deadlocks and atomicity where applicable.
While some code-centric approaches [HFP06, EFJM07, CCG08] manage to provide a
full spectrum of properties that benefit the programmer, only one data-centric approach
[PD12] manages to guarantee deadlock-freedom in all dynamic scenarios. As such, this
system will represent the basis on which the work in this thesis will be built upon.
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Deadlock-free
scenarios
Approach Static Dynamic Livelock-free Atomicity Isolation Composable
Mutex locks No No Yes No Yes No
Deadlock-detection
Trans. Memory Yes Yes No Weak Yes Yes
Adaptive Locks No No No No Yes No
Deadlock-prevention
AutoLocker Yes Fails to compile Yes Weak- Yes Yes
Inferring Locks Yes Yes Yes Weak- Yes Yes
Lock Inference Yes Yes Yes Weak- Yes Yes
Lock Allocation Yes Yes Yes Weak- Yes Yes
AJ Yes Mostly yes Yes Weak- Yes Yes
Resource Groups Yes Yes Yes Weak- Yes Yes
Deadlock-avoidance
Boudol Yes No Yes No Yes Yes
DCT Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Table 2.2: Comparison of legacy and state of the art systems.
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From Atomic Variables to
Data-Centric Concurrency Control
In this chapter, we introduce a data-centric concurrency management model. We pro-
vide an informal presentation of both the model’s syntax and semantics, followed by a
discussion about the impact of our construct in the underlying type system, along with
its reasoning and the properties we can derive from it.
3.1 Syntax
Our proposal relies on the identification of objects in memory whose value should be
accessed atomically, in both read and write accesses. In essence, the declaration of these
objects should convey to the system that intent, so the latter can enforce the desired prop-
erties when the program is subsequently executed.
An issue to consider is the simplicity of the proposed constructs, which has to be
carefully balanced. On the one hand, several distinct annotations can provide the com-
piler with additional information to further optimize the generated code, but burdens
the programmer with additional responsibilities. On the other hand, a simpler, less com-
plex approach, releases the programmer from these concerns and delegates it on the un-
derlying automated system. Yet, this approach requires additional static analysis and a
stronger lock inference engine. The simple use of the model must not, however, limit the
programmer’s ability to naturally express concurrency in both simple and complex sce-
narios. Conversely, the programming construct must supply enough information for the
compiler to generate efficient concurrent code while guaranteeing two important prop-
erties: atomicity and deadlock-freedom in all scenarios.
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In the face of this trade-off, our approach is to subsume as much concerns in the
compiler and runtime system as possible and, hence, relief the programmer from those
concerns. As such, we propose the use of a single data-centric concurrency control con-
struction for the target programming language. The main asset provided is the ability
to express concurrency using a simpler mental process compared to legacy, code-centric
systems due to the delegation of concerns to the underlying system.
The specification of concurrency control in our model is thus entirely built around
a single annotation: @Atomic. This annotation is applicable to all variable declaration,
namely, class fields, function parameters, and local variables declarations.
The act of using a single annotation, with a single meaning, eases considerably the
development of software compared to systems that provide to the programmer several
constructs with distinct semantic meaning [VTD06]. As a consequence, we claim that our
model is easier to use and provides the programmer with higher productivity than the
aforementioned models, while maintaining a high degree of expressivity.
3.2 Semantics
The reasoning of the proposed concurrency control model revolves around the annota-
tion of variables that must be evaluated atomically in a unit of work. In the scope of this
document, an annotated variable will be referenced to as an atomic variable and a memory
object referenced from an atomic variable as an atomic resource, or simply resource.
Definition 1 (Atomic Variable). A variable annotated with @Atomic.
Definition 2 (Atomic Resource or Resource). A memory object reachable from an atomic vari-
able.
The semantics of the model builds from another construction traversal to most pro-
gramming paradigms, the function. This construction will be our basic scope of atomicity,
its body will delimit the scope of atomic evaluation for all memory objects reachable from
atomically annotated variables within that same body. It is the equivalent to the unit of
work in AJ. The scope of atomic execution is limited by either the return of a function or
the raising of an exception.
Definition 3 (Unit of work). The function defines the scope of atomic evaluation of a set of
atomic resources, and thus it is the model’s unit of work.
Definition 4 (Semantics). Let R be the set of atomic resources referenced by the atomic vari-
ables in the scope of a function f . The model guarantees all atomic resources belonging to R are
atomically evaluated, as a whole, in the entire scope of f .
As such, to perform an atomic operation over a set of resources, the programmer only
has to reference them in the same function.
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Note that in order not to limit the use of nested units of work, resources are reentrant,
in the sense that they may be acquired multiple times in nested functions. As expected, a
resource acquired in a function is considered acquired in the context of inner functions.
Axiom 1 (Resource thread isolation). Message-oriented communication may not exchange ref-
erences to resources.
A precondition for the application of the model is the absence of communication in-
side a unit of work that involves the exchange of references to resources between threads.
This limitation prevents the occurrence of circular dependency scenarios regarding re-
source acquisition that cannot be inferred from static analysis due to threads exchanging
references to resources.
Note that the atomic resources referenced in a unit of work can change during its exe-
cution. However, as described in Definition 4, the model guarantees that all the resources
referenced in a unit of work at any point in time are atomically evaluated.
To illustrate the use of our system, two main examples will be presented and revis-
ited throughout the document: a bank simulation and the implementation of a (simply-
)linked list. The bank allows the withdraw and deposit of money in accounts, and the
transfer of money between two accounts. The linked list on the other hand represents
a fairly straightforward implementation, using a single forward reference in each node.
This implementation supports adding, removing or checking the presence of an element
in the list.
In the bank program, illustrated in Listing 3.1, the intent is to ensure that all accounts
are accessed under atomicity. Respectively, the structure that stores the accounts has its
Account polymorphic type annotated with @Atomic (line 2). Since the map is not itself
annotated, it is not atomically evaluated, but rather the accounts attained from it. At
this point, the accounts attained from this map are effectively atomic resources. As such,
when assigned to variables, they should be also annotated with @Atomic to convey that
the (atomic) variable holds an atomic resource (lines 6 and 7).
In the transfer function of the Bank class, the scope of atomicity enforced only in-
cludes the third statement (line 8). It represents the first access to an atomic variable in
the function, since the previous two declaration of local atomic variables (lines 6 and 7)
do not contain accesses to atomic variables (the map is not considered an atomic vari-
able). However, in the transfer function in the Account class, the programmer also has
to annotate the parameter of type Account with @Atomic (line 17) because the accessed
accounts, dst and this (line 18) should also be atomically evaluated in the scope of this
transfer function. Additionally, since the function is invoked with an atomic variable
of type Account, the parameter also has to be an atomic variable, hence requiring the
@Atomic annotation.
The linked list implementation shares a similar intent to the previous example: guar-
anteeing that the linked list is traversed and modified atomically. To achieve this, the
programmer starts by annotating with @Atomic the head of the list, head (line 16), and
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1 class Bank{
2 Map <Integer , @Atomic Account > accounts;
3
4 void transfer(int srcAccNumber , int dstAccNumber , int amount)
5 {
6 @Atomic Account src = accounts.get(srcAccNumber) ;
7 @Atomic Account dst = accounts.get(dstAccNumber) ;
8 src.tranfer(dst , amount);
9 }
10
11 (...)
12 }
13
14 class Account{
15 float m_balance ;
16
17 void transfer(@Atomic Account dst , int amount) {
18 dst.deposit(this.withdraw(amount));
19 }
20
21 (...)
22 }
Listing 3.1: Syntactic application of our system to a bank transfer between two
accounts.
the forward reference in each node, next (line 2). However, these two annotations do not
suffice. The functions of the LinkedList class are still dealing with non-atomic local vari-
ables that reference nodes of the list. To ensure the linked list is traversed atomically in
those functions (add, remove, and contains), their local variables should also be annotated
with @Atomic.
Focusing on the add function, the scope of atomicity in this unit of work ranges from
the first access to the atomic variable head until the last access to the atomic variable prev
(line 31 and 43, respectively). This scope is especially interesting since it illustrates a
scenario where the composition of the resource set in the function evolves in time. Both
the next and prev atomic variables are assigned different atomic resources to the next
and prev atomic variables as the algorithm iterates over the list (lines 23 and 37).
3.2.1 Deadlock-freedom
While the model itself makes no guarantee regarding deadlock or livelock-freedom, the
lower level concurrency mechanism that will be used to implement this model already
guarantees livelock-freedom. Assuring deadlock-freedom, on the other hand, requires
the identification of deadlock-prone resource acquisitions (represented by circular de-
pendencies between them) and associating them a coarse-grained lock, assuring their
serialization and respective deadlock-freedom. As such, and given the semantics pre-
sented, we claim that it is possible to build a system based on pessimistic concurrency
control mechanism that fulfils these requirements while assuring that at least one thread
is making progress at any given point in time.
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1 class Node {
2 @Atomic Node next ;
3
4 void setNext(@Atomic Node node) {
5 next = node ;
6 }
7
8 Node getNext () {
9 return next ;
10 }
11
12 (...)
13 }
14
15 class LinkedList {
16 @Atomic Node head;
17
18 public boolean contains(int value) {
19 @Atomic Node next = head.getNext ();
20
21 int v;
22 while ((v=next.getValue ()) < value) {
23 next = prev.getNext ();
24 }
25
26 return (v == value);
27 }
28
29 public boolean add(int value) {
30 boolean result ;
31 @Atomic Node prev = head;
32 @Atomic Node next = head.getNext ();
33
34 int v;
35 while ((v=next.getValue ()) < value) {
36 prev = next ;
37 next = prev.getNext ();
38 }
39
40 result = (v != value) ;
41 if (result) {
42 @Atomic Node node = new Node(value ,next);
43 prev.setNext(node);
44 }
45
46 return result;
47 }
48
49 (...)
50 }
Listing 3.2: Syntactic application of our system to the implementation of a simply-
linked list.
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3.3 Typing
We want our annotation to have an impact on the type of the resources reachable from
atomically annotated variables. We denote by τ@, the type of an atomically annotated
variable of type τ .
Definition 5 (Typing). Let<: denote the subtyping relation in the hosting language type system.
τ and τ@ share the same interface but τ ≮: τ@ and τ@ ≮: τ .
The omission of any of the annotations will produce a typing error, warning the pro-
grammer to the missing annotation and refusing to compile. Additionally, whatever is
the super or subtype of the annotated type, there is a corresponding atomic type.
Proposition 1 (Subtyping). For a given type τ ,
∀τ ′ : τ ′ <: τ ⇒ ∃τ ′@ : τ ′@ <: τ@
and ∀τ ′ : τ <: τ ′ ⇒ ∃τ ′@ : τ@ <: τ ′@
Thus, τ@ cannot be cast to a non-atomic type.
Both types τ and τ@ share the same interface and implementation, but are not sub-
types of each other. Therefore, the type is not interchangeable between an atomic variable
and its non-atomic correspondent. The type system does not allow invocation of function
by passing an atomic type argument to a non-atomic type parameter, and vice-versa. It
is also not possible to type-cast an atomic type to a non-atomic type without producing
an (compile or runtime) error. As such, an atomic type cannot be accessed outside an
atomic scope. Additional, all aliases of an annotated variable will also share the same
type, therefore sharing its atomic type. Likewise, any partial access is also atomic.
Incrementally, atomic types also implicitly impact the return type of functions and
the type of the constructors. A function that returns a type value of τ@ must have its type
modified accordingly. Likewise, an assignment from a constructor of type τ to a variable
of type τ@ must also be converted. Since the original function returned a non-atomic
type (τ ), returning an atomic type (τ@) would result in a failed compilation. As such, the
return type of the function has to be also converted (Equation (4.5)). Constructors also
have to be converted if a constructor of a non-atomic type is being assigned to an atomic
variable (Equation (4.3) and (4.4)).
In overview, an atomic resource is always accessed via an atomic variable. As such,
an atomic resource is always evaluated in the scope of an atomic function. This property
is the backbone for the centrality of our concurrency control mechanism.
Theorem 1 (Correction). A well-typed program does not access atomic resources from outside
an atomic function.
Proof. Definition 5 and Proposition 1 imply that an atomic type is not interchangeable
with a non-atomic type. Type-casts from an atomic type to a non-atomic type will also
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1 class X {
2 @Atomic T var = ... ;
3 T normal -var = ... ;
4
5 ...
6
7 void go() {
8 start(var) ; //TYPE ERROR
9 end(normal -var) ; //TYPE ERROR
10 }
11
12 void start(T param1) {
13 @Atomic T local1 = param1 ; //TYPE ERROR
14 }
15
16 void end(@Atomic T param2) {
17 T local2 = param2 ; //TYPE ERROR
18 }
19 }
Listing 3.3: Compilation failures of a program where the atomic types were not
propagated correctly.
result in an error. Additionally, Definition 4 implies that an atomic variable is always
evaluated atomically in the scope of the function that accesses it. Thus, an atomic resource
can only be accessed in the scope of an atomic function, where it will always be atomically
evaluated.
Corollary 2 (Strong Atomicity). An access to an atomic resource is guaranteed to be atomic
against all remainder accesses to that same resource.
To illustrate this concept, Listing 3.3 represents a sample program that fails to compile
due to incorrect propagation of our atomic annotations. In line 8, an atomic variable T is
passed as argument to a function that takes a non-atomic argument. Even though their
original type is the same (T), the type of the annotated variable (T@) is not a subtype of T,
which results in a type error in this invocation. The inverse takes place in line 9, where
a non-atomic variable fails to typecheck against an atomic variable parameter. Lastly,
both lines 13 and 17 feature another type error. This time, both local variables feature
opposed atomic-statuses regarding the parameter they are aliasing, effectively failing the
typecheck.
This propagation of atomic types could easily be inferred by the compiler using a
call-graph analysis. However, we argue that its explicit annotation by the programmer
improves the legibility of the code and notion that the programmer has about where the
concurrency control is being effectively enforced.
To exemplify the inference of atomic types possible in our system, let us return to
the bank application and linked list examples, now after performing the respective type
transformations discussed. Here we illustrate the concept of primary and derived annota-
tions.
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1 class Bank{
2 Map <Integer , Account@> accounts;
3
4 void transfer(int srcAccNumber , int dstAccNumber , int amount)
5 {
6 Account@ src = accounts.get(srcAccNumber) ;
7 Account@ dst = accounts.get(dstAccNumber) ;
8 src.tranfer(dst , amount);
9 }
10
11 (...)
12 }
13
14 class Account{
15 float m_balance ;
16
17 void transfer(Account@ dst , int amount) {
18 dst.deposit(this.withdraw(amount));
19 }
20
21 (...)
22 }
Listing 3.4: Type mutation applied to the bank transfer example.
Both Listing 3.4 and Listing 3.5 represent, respectively, the state of both the bank
program and the linked list examples after going through type mutation. An erroneous
application of our annotation would generate type errors.
A simple exercise using the linked list illustrates the inherent centrality of our system.
The starting point in this exercise is the linked list implementation without no annota-
tions whatsoever. Then, we start by annotating the head of the list (head) at line 16. After
attempting to compile, the compiler would then quickly return a type error in line 19 and
31 due to the assignment of an atomic variable (AtomicNode) to the non-atomic variable
(Node). The programmer would then correct these by annotating these two variables.
This procedure would go on until the programmer eventually reached the correct state
of the code previously presented in Listing 3.2. As such, the head annotation represents
our primary annotation, the one from which all other derived annotations can be inferred.
The example also showcases the application of the type conversion rules to the return
of method results required to maintain type coherency. The return type at line 8 had to
be converted from Node to AtomicNode because the returned variable is atomic. At line 41,
the constructor had to be converted from Node to AtomicNode because it is now being
assigned to an atomic variable.
3.4 Final remarks
At the end of this chapter, we have defined a model for data-centric concurrency mecha-
nism based on a single annotation. The following chapter will address the implementa-
tion of this model on the Java programming language.
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1 class Node {
2 Node@ next ;
3
4 void setNext(Node@ node) {
5 next = node ;
6 }
7
8 Node@ getNext () {
9 return next ;
10 }
11
12 (...)
13 }
14
15 class LinkedList {
16 Node@ head;
17
18 public boolean contains(int value) {
19 Node@ next = head.getNext ();
20
21 int v;
22 while ((v=next.getValue ()) < value) {
23 next = next.getNext ();
24 }
25
26 return (v == value);
27 }
28
29 public boolean add(int value) {
30 boolean result ;
31 Node@ prev = head;
32 Node@ next = head.getNext ();
33
34 int v;
35 while ((v=next.getValue ()) < value) {
36 prev = next ;
37 next = prev.getNext ();
38 }
39
40 result = (v != value) if (result) {
41 Node@ node = new Node@(value ,next);
42 prev.setNext(node);
43 }
44
45 return result;
46 }
47
48 (...)
49 }
Listing 3.5: Type mutation applied to the implementation of a simply-linked list.
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Implementation
The proposed data-centric concurrency control model will be implemented through the
mapping of the higher-level @Atomic annotation to the lower-level concurrency control
system ResourceGroups [DP12]. This system permits the deadlock-free acquisition of re-
sources, but requires their explicit aggregation in groups. Part of our work will attempt
to delegate this reasoning into the compiler.
By itself, the objective of the compilation process is to generate Java bytecode with
invocations to the ResourceGroups API. Two approaches could be taken to achieve this:
compile the program normally and then use a framework for bytecode manipulation
and modify the required code, or carry out this modifications in the source language
directly. The latter was selected, due to the fact that the end result would be closely
related to an implementation on an actual compiler, meaning it could be integrated di-
rectly into the workflow of programmers without reliance on external applications or
frameworks. Another advantage of working at the source level is the ability to manip-
ulate the type system, that is partially lost once the program is compiled. Furthermore,
it would be possible to compile bad-typed programs. However, this approach was com-
pletely undocumented in the literature, amassing inertia to the initial development. The
only source of knowledge was the actual source code of the implementation of the chosen
compiler. As a result, the documentation of this procedure along with the particularities
of the compiler used will also represent a minor contributions of this thesis.
The compiler chosen for this purpose was OpenJDK81, since it represents the most
popular open-source Java compiler that is actively developed. The eighth version of the
Java language was chosen due to the added support for type annotations in polymorphic
types.
1Currently in testing phases, official release scheduled for 2014.
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The introduction of our concept is done by using the new plugin system in OpenJDK8,
similar to annotation processing support in past versions of the Java language. The new
plugin system allows the binding of user classes to a view of the abstract syntax tree
(AST) in the compiler (JSR 1992 and 2693). However, this view is obfuscated by design.
No modifications can be done and several properties are hidden, such as the symbols
attached to each AST node. In order to achieve this obfuscation, the classes provided
to the programmer to explore the AST are mere facades of the actual internal compiler
classes used to hide their full functionalities.
Those limitations, albeit intended by the developers of the compiler, can be overcome,
as partially documented in [EK08]. By casting those facade classes into their inner types,
the compilers internal (modifiable) AST nodes and related helper classes are uncovered.
The framework developed during this work to access the hidden functionalities of the
javac compiler is available as an open-source project at https://github.com/metabrain/
openjdk8-javac-plugin-framework.
As such, this chapter will begin by introducing the selected javac compiler, its internal
functioning and stages of compilation.
4.1 A Brief Introduction to javac
Before dwelling further inside the implementation, one must understand how the compi-
lation in javac works, more specifically, the distinct stages of compilation and their prop-
erties. But first, some core aspects and terms have to be defined. Namely the distinction
between the abstract syntax tree and the symbols.
4.1.1 Nodes and symbols
The abstract syntax tree represents, more or less faithfully, the syntactic constructs used.
Each language construction has a node, with several distinct capabilities depending on
the type of node. But more importantly, most nodes have associated a symbol, and a
type object, if applicable. However, during most of the compilation, this type object is
effectively uninitialized: its initialization only occurs during the late Analysis stage.
Regarding the symbols, they are analogous to the AST nodes, only poorer. Less in-
formation is delegated onto these symbols, in part because the symbols represent the
compiled state of a node. More prominent AST nodes, such as class or method nodes,
have rich symbols. This is justified by the fact that classes and methods are the most
relevant structures in the actual bytecode. In specific, they contain the classes’ names,
methods’ names, parameters and their types, field variables with their types and offset
on the stack frame, relevant flags, and so on.
Another thought, and a reasonable one at that, would be that those symbols are ba-
sically derived from their AST nodes, and as such, only AST nodes require modification.
2JSR 199: JavaTM Compiler API http://www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=199
3JSR 269: Pluggable Annotation Processing API http://www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=269
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Figure 4.1: Compilation stages in the javac compiler.
But that is not strictly true. Some symbols already have information saved during the
Parsing. For example, the stack offsets for the fields in each class is calculated during this
phase. Therefore, if for example, we wanted to inject a field into a class, we would have
to modify those stack offsets manually. As such, a complex process is further complicated
due to the decentralization of responsibilities across both symbols and AST nodes.
The manipulation of symbols that represent already compiled classes is also limited.
Those limitations are imposed due to the fact that they are the representatives of compiled
bytecode. As such, it is not possible to modify the types of functions and their parameters
in previously compiled code.
4.1.2 Compilation stages and considerations
The compilation process of the javac compiler, illustrated in Figure 4.1, is divided into
five main stages:
• Parse - source *.java files are parsed into the AST, and symbols from Java standard
libraries, external libraries and other *.class files from the classpath are loaded into
the compiler.
• Enter - each AST node is augmented with information regarding variable scoping
and shadowing. Some symbols are created for some more prominent AST nodes.
• Annotation Processing - not a real compilation stage since the compiler does not do
anything in this stage unless the user specifies an annotation processor. It is an
artificial stage proposed by JSR 1754 and formalized by JSR 2695 integrated into
javac version 1.6. It allows the use of an annotation processor that can be used to
generate new source files and explore a reduced, obfuscated, view of the AST.
4JSR 175: A Metadata Facility for the JavaTM Programming Language http://www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?
id=175
5JSR 269: Pluggable Annotation Processing API http://www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=269
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• Analysis - one of the more important phases where more verifications take place.
To be more specific, most type checking, polymorphic expansions, cyclic depen-
dency verification and desugaring take place here. At the start of this phase, the
AST nodes have it’s type calculated and saved. This information is used on the
verifications performed in this stage.
• Generate - the last phase of compilation. Each AST corresponding to a class is com-
piled into its respective class file. During this process, the AST nodes are consumed,
leaving behind a skeleton of its former self, representing the information attainable
from the class files. In other words, they become a symbol.
These stages do not take place in a strict order. The Annotation Processing takes place
after Enter, after which the Parse phase is repeated for the newly generated files, if present.
Afterwards, the Enter phase is again repeated on all files, now including the newly gen-
erated ones, so the changes from the new files are propagated to older classes. This cycle
goes on until the annotation processor signals the compiler that it has finished.
The rest of the stages are fairly straightforward. The new plugin system allows us
to attach our plugin at the start or end points of each stage of compilation. As such, a
decision has to be made about where to perform our modifications. But alas, it is not
an easy decision. The obvious answer would be the Analysis stage: our model requires
the use of types, to have their information available would be useful. Since all expres-
sions in this stage have a type calculated and associated by the compiler, even a small
modification would require the re-calculation and re-assignment of the types of all the
expressions in the program, since they might have been affected by the change. How-
ever, the modification of those types is not trivial and would add further complexity to
our implementation. In the Enter stage this type information is only present in variable
declarations instead of all expressions. This means that changing the type of a variable
will not require the recalculation of the expression’s types, simplifying the type trans-
formation process. Additionally, we have to imperatively perform some tasks before the
AnnotationProcessing stage, such as the identification of atomic types, forcing us to use the
Enter stage for that particular part of our plugin. As such, choosing the Analysis stage for
the remaining parts would effectively force us to split the knowledge base between two
distinct compiler phases.
All things considered, we have decided to focus our changes in a single stage, the
Enter stage. The more bare bones state of the AST allowed us to make, as well, bare bones
modifications. This leaves the most complex stages to the later stages of compilation,
such as type calculations. However, this means that at this point, no type information
given by the compiler available for all the expressions: only variable declarations and
classes have their type associated at this point. If the need to attain the type of, for exam-
ple, an expression or method invocation, we have to calculate it ourselves, a non-trivial
process. This represents the main drawback of making modifications during the Enter
phase.
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4.1.3 Plugin binding points
Our system will be composed of three main phases that have a strict order of dependency
between them:
Atomic Type Identification collect information about all the variables and parameters
annotated with @Atomic. In concrete, the extraction of its type. Can be performed
on all compilation stages after the Parse stage;
Generation of Atomic Types produce the new class files of the respective atomic types
previously identified. This phase can only be performed on the Annotation Process-
ing stage of the compiler;
Remaining modifications composed of several phases detailed further ahead, but can
be part of the same compilation stage.
Both the atomic type identification and the remaining modifications can be made at
almost any stage of the compilation process, given that the parsing is already performed.
However, the generation of atomic types can only be made at the Annotation Processing.
In order to harbour this middle phase, the plugin has to be bound at three points:
• At the end of the first iteration of the Enter stage, atomic types are identified;
• In the following Annotation Processing stage, the respective atomic types’ classes are
generated;
• At the end of the the second iteration of the Enter stage, the remaining modifications
are performed.
Using these binding points will allow us to achieve all our objectives, while remaining
focused on a single compilation stage, Enter.
4.1.4 Decomposing the implementation phases
Given a general overview of the javac compiler, we can present the fundamental compo-
nents in which our implementation is divided. They will be referred to as phases, not to
be confused with javac compilation stages. In all, we can identify twelve distinct phases:
• Atomic Type Identification
1. IdentifyPhase
• Generation of Atomic Types
1. GeneratePhase (with RW and exclusive lock variants)
2. GenerateGlobalPartitionsFilePhase
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• Conversion to Atomic Types
1. ConvertTypePhase
2. ConvertAssignmentsPhase
3. ConvertMethodReturnTypePhase
4. ConvertMethodInvocationsTypePhase
• Partitioning
1. BlockifyPhase
2. PartitioningPhase
3. InjectPartitionsPhase
• Mapping into ResourceGroups
1. MappingPhase (with RW and exclusive lock variants)
2. ImportPhase
Each of these phases represents a self-contained set of processes, whose name is de-
rived from the source file name that implements it. Additionally, all phases (excluding
the generation of atomic types) are implemented according to a visitor pattern [PJ98].
The classes used for this purpose are both TreeScanner and TreeTranslator visitor helper
classes. The first is supplied as part of the compiler API, while the later is part of the de-
veloped framework. The TreeTranslator extends the TreeScanner and takes care of the
boilerplate code required to access the inner components of the compiler, allowing the
programmer to access them freely. These phases will be detailed further ahead in this
chapter along with their implementation strategy and possible limitations.
4.2 Atomic Type Identification and Integration
4.2.1 Identification
The very first phase of our plugin, IdentifyPhase, has a very simple objective: to iden-
tify the atomic types necessary for the latter phases. In other words, it has to inspect
all variable declarations and functions parameters in the AST and verify if the @Atomic
annotation is being used or not. If so, that variable is an atomic variable. The type of that
variable, conveniently stored in a field of the AST node, is then added to a list that stores
all the types of the atomic variables found.
Oddly, this procedure is fairly straightforward to perform, unlike the ones showcased
further ahead in this document. Both function parameters and variable declarations
(whether local, fields, or static fields) are conveniently represented by a single AST node
type, JCVariableDecl. The type associated to each of these nodes has been previously set
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by the compiler, being available in the vartype field. The only detail here concerns arrays:
the type returned will contain the brackets [] that have to be removed beforehand.
Unlike presented in the model, the annotation of polymorphic types is absent from
this implementation. This decision was made on the ground that adding support for the
polymorphic atomic types falls beyond the contributions of this thesis. Our knowledge
of the compiler system was centred on the Enter stage, while polymorphic types are only
expanded during the Analysis compilation stage. Implementing this feature would dis-
perse our knowledge between these two phases, slowing down our progress and being
forced to cut out other features to stay on schedule.
4.2.2 Creation
After having identified all atomic types, the annotation processing stage takes place. A
small quirk, important to document here, is that the plugin system and the annotation
processor are both, somehow, sandboxed by the compiler. Probably by launching another
JVM and running the annotation processor there, but such could not be confirmed. As
such, knowledge of the atomic types to be generated has to be transferred between the
plugin system and the annotation processor through the use of a temporary file. Before
terminating the Enter stage and proceeding to the Annotation Processing stage, the list
holding all the atomic types found has to be serialized and written into the temporary
file. After starting the annotation processor, the file is deserialized and the atomic types
recovered.
The annotation processor, GeneratePhaseRW, is used to create the new atomic types.
This creation, since it requires a new Java class source file, can only be done at the An-
notation Processing stage. For each type, a new class will be created that symbolizes its
atomic type. Listing 4.1 illustrates the atomic class equivalent of the Node class from the
linked list benchmark. This example will be mentioned throughout this section to exhibit
the transformations described.
Two distinct alternatives existed for generating the classes for the atomic types. Ex-
tending the base type class or cloning the behaviour of the base type class into the new
atomic type class. Copying of the old class’ behaviour into the new class, without ex-
tending it, would ensure that the implementation remain strictly faithful to our model.
However, the cloning of AST nodes containing the base class behaviour raises several
implementation issues that would eventually remove us from our main objective. On the
other hand, resorting to the extends clause implies the inability to create an atomic type
if the base class has been declared as final (such as String) or the primitive type classes
(such as Integer). Since the system only works with objects, primitives (int, long, etc.)
are also unqualifiable for atomic types.
Despite these limitations, the choice of extending the base class was made. Neverthe-
less, we believe that with the deeper understanding of the compiler developed during
the latter phases of this work, the excluded alternative can be regarded as a possibility
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1 p u b l i c c lass AtomicNode extends Node implements RWResource {
2 p r o t e c t e d f i n a l ReentrantReadWriteLock __lock = new
ReentrantReadWriteLock ();
3 p r i v a t e f i n a l Lock __writeLock = __lock.writeLock ();
4 p r i v a t e f i n a l Lock __readLock = __lock.readLock ();
5
6 p u b l i c AtomicNode( i n t arg0) {
7 super(arg0);
8 }
9
10 p u b l i c AtomicNode( i n t arg0 , AtomicNode arg1) {
11 super(arg0 , arg1);
12 }
13
14 // Implementation of the Resource Interface
15 p u b l i c i n t compareTo(Resource o) {
16 r e t u r n t h i s .hashCode () - o.hashCode ();
17 }
18
19 p u b l i c void lock() {
20 __writeLock.lock();
21 }
22
23 p u b l i c void unlock () {
24 t r y { __writeLock.unlock (); }
25 catch (Exception e) {}
26 }
27
28 p u b l i c boolean tryLock () {
29 r e t u r n __writeLock.tryLock ();
30 }
31
32 p u b l i c void lockRead () {
33 __readLock.lock();
34 }
35
36 p u b l i c void unlockRead () {
37 t r y { __readLock.unlock (); }
38 catch (Exception e) {}
39 }
40
41 p u b l i c boolean tryLockRead () {
42 r e t u r n __readLock.tryLock ();
43 }
44 }
Listing 4.1: Example of an atomic type class generated for the Node class of the linked
list benchmark.
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1 p u b l i c c lass GlobalPartitionsHolderClass {
2
3 p u b l i c GlobalPartitionsHolderClass () {
4 super ();
5 }
6
7 //Where partitions will be inserted in the future
8 }
Listing 4.2: Empty GlobalPartitionsHolderClass created to hold global partitions.
for future work.
The main side-effect of our choice is that the extension of the base class allows the as-
signment of an atomic type to its non-atomic equivalent due to inheritance, i.e. the atomic
type is a subtype of the non-atomic type, a behaviour that goes against our model. In an
attempt to eliminate this behaviour, our system detects the occurrence of these assign-
ments. A type rule was artificially injected in order to strongly enforce the propagation
of atomic types. Scenarios where the assignment of an atomic variable to a non-atomic
variable are verified, a custom type error issued by the compiler. This allows us to par-
tially avoid breaking the premise presented in Definition 5. However, this rule can still
be broken if the programmer uses a supertype of the atomic type to convert it to a non-
atomic type. For this reason, figuring how to implement the atomic types flawlessly
should be the priority in future work.
Aside from extending the base class, the new atomic type class also has to support
a lock-based interface (Resource), that allows the ResourceGroup API to interact with an
atomic resource. Thus, we add two objects to the new class representing a read lock and
write lock (lines 3 and 4). Then, the respective methods required from the ResourceGroup
API are injected and implemented using delegation to the aforementioned two lock ob-
jects (lines 15, 19, 23, 28, 32, 36, and 41).
Next, we need to inject into the new class the constructors from the base class and
implement them through delegation (lines 6 and 10). For this, we find the symbol con-
taining the base class and extract all the constructors in it. This is done by using the
JavacElements helper class in the compiler.
The package of the new atomic type class will be the same as the base class. The
name of the new atomic class is composed of the old name prefixed with a common
prefix attributed to atomic types, Atomic.
4.2.3 Creation of a class for global partitions
After all atomic type classes have been generated, the process proceeds to a rather simple
phase entitled GenerateGlobalPartitionsFilePhase. A single, empty, placeholder class,
illustrated in Listing 4.2, is generated to store the global partitions required in the future.
This allows us to keep all the global partitions in a single class, ready for importing to the
classes that require it.
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4.3 Converting Annotated Variables into Atomic Variables
This section will encompass several phases whose final objective is to convert the type of
atomically annotated variables into the respective atomic type, and to perform the nec-
essary program transformations in order to re-establish the type coherency eventually
disrupted by the preceding conversion. Additionally, the equations mentioned through-
out this section are illustrated in Figure 4.2. In it, T represents a type, x a variable, φ
our transformation function, f a function, e an expression, and i a statement. ẽ and ĩ
represent a sequence of expressions and statements, respectively.
φ(@Atomic T x)⇒ AtomicT x (4.1)
φ(@Atomic T[ ] x)⇒ AtomicT[ ] x (4.2)
φ(new T[ẽ])⇒ new AtomicT[φ(ẽ)] if assigned to a variable of type AtomicT (4.3)
φ(new T(ẽ))⇒ new AtomicT(φ(ẽ)) if assigned to a variable of type AtomicT (4.4)
φ(T f(x̃) {ι̃})⇒ AtomicT f(φ(x̃)) {φ(ι̃)} if returnType(ι̃) is AtomicT (4.5)
φ(α)⇒ α (4.6)
Figure 4.2: Type transformations performed.
4.3.1 Converting to atomic types
The initial type conversion, ConvertTypePhase, is fairly straightforward: convert type
of the variables and function parameters annotated with @Atomic into its correspondent
atomic type (Equation (4.1)). As such, for each annotated variable declaration found, we
replace the vartype field of each JCVariableDecl with the new correspondent atomic type.
Respectively, array types also have their types converted if annotated (Equation (4.2)).
In the linked list example illustrated in Listing 4.3, it is possible to observe the conver-
sion of types that occurred in the root (line 2) and both local atomic variables prev and
next (line 6 and 7, respectively).
4.3.2 Fixing atomic type constructors
At this point, while program has the atomic variables with the correct type, its assign-
ments are incorrect. In assignments, before we had a non-atomic type variable on the
left-hand side and a non-atomic type variable or constructor on the right-hand side.
However, now it is possible to have an atomic type variable on the left-hand side and
the old non-atomic type on the right-side. Fixing this right-side of the assignments will
be the objective of the following phase, ConvertAssignmentsPhase.
It starts by traversing the AST, similarly to other phases, and checking all assign-
ments. Three scenarios can be identified in the assignments, since each scenario requires
a slightly different approach, but they have the same foundations. First, we calculate
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1 c lass LinkedList {
2 AtomicNode root;
3
4 boolean contain( i n t value) {
5 boolean result;
6 AtomicNode prev = root;
7 AtomicNode next = prev.getNext ();
8 i n t v;
9 whi le ((v=next.getValue ()) < value) {
10 prev = next;
11 next = prev.getNext ();
12 }
13 result = (v == value);
14 r e t u r n result;
15 }
16 }
Listing 4.3: Conversion of atomic types applied to the linked list example.
the types of the left and right-hand side expressions. Second, if the left-hand side cor-
responds to an atomic type and the right-hand side to a non-atomic type, we are in the
presence of a type incoherency introduced by the previous stages. In the other cases, we
do not do anything because it is not our responsibility. Third, we check if the right-hand
side’s type is the base type of the atomic type represented in the left-hand side. If so, we
have to convert the right-hand side to match its atomic correspondent. Therefore, and for
each scenario:
A variable is being assigned a new object (new class constructor) the constructor must
be converted into the correspondent atomic type (Equation (4.4)).
An array position is being assigned a new object again, the constructor must be con-
verted into the correspondent atomic type. (Equation (4.4))
An array is being assigned a new array the constructor of the array must be transformed
into the array of the correspondent atomic type. (Equation (4.3))
4.3.3 Fixing method return types
The next phase, ConvertMethodReturnTypePhase fixes another kind of incoherency.
Namely, methods that have their return type as a base type when in fact, the returned
variable is an atomic type. As such, we need to convert the return type of that method
into the correspondent atomic type.
During the traversal of the AST, for each method found, the type of the variable re-
turned is calculated. If it is an atomic type and the return type of the method represents
its base type, conversion is required. The conversion is performed in-place, by replacing
the restype class identifier (that represents the type returned) of the JCMethodDecl AST
node (that represents the method in question) with the new identifier that represents the
atomic type.
Again, in the example illustrated in Listing 4.4, the getNext method has its return type
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1 p u b l i c c lass Node {
2 p r i v a t e AtomicNode m_next;
3
4 (...)
5
6 p u b l i c AtomicNode getNext () {
7 r e t u r n m_next;
8 }
9 }
Listing 4.4: Conversion of the return type of the getNext method of the Node class from
the linked list example.
1 p u b l i c void meth() {
2 @Atomic T var = new T(...);
3 go(var);
4 }
5
6 p u b l i c void go(@Atomic T param) {
7 ...
8 }
Listing 4.5: Example of the superfluous variable declaration avoided by the
ConvertMethodInvocationsTypePhase phase.
converted from Node to AtomicNode (line 7). After the type conversion, the expression
being returned no longer represents a Node, but rather its atomic counterpart.
4.3.4 Inferring the single use of atomic type constructors as arguments
The following and final phase shares a distinct motivation. Rather than ruled by the strict
enforcement of the model and the type coherency in the program, it is guided by more
practical reasons. Its purpose is to avoid a distinct variable declaration for all objects
created even if they are only used once, in a method invocation. Take the example illus-
trated in Listing 4.5. The normal use of the method invocation would be go(new T(...)),
because it is only referenced once and it is only used for the method invocation. But such
would not be allowed, since the constructor is not on the right-hand side of an explicit
assignment, so it would not be converted into its atomic type equivalent. The scenario
previously described in Section 4.3.2 represents the same transformations, albeit in an
explicit setting. Here, the transformations are implicit since the newly created objects are
not part of direct assignments, but used as arguments to the target function.
This would effectively force the programmer to declare the variable. This phase does
precisely that. Fix all method invocations in the AST where a constructor of a base type
is used as an argument and the respective parameter is the atomic type.
Note that, from this phase onward, the type of expressions might have to be calcu-
lated. However, calculating the type of an expression is not as simple as the variable
case, since it must be derived from the expression’s components, which in turn may
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1 p u b l i c c lass Node {
2 p r i v a t e AtomicNode m_next;
3
4 (...)
5
6 p u b l i c boolean add( i n t value) {
7 (...)
8
9 i f (result) {
10 prev.setNext(new Node(value ,next));
11 }
12
13 r e t u r n result;
14 }
15
16 p u b l i c AtomicGENNode setNext(AtomicNode next) {
17 m_next = next;
18 }
Listing 4.6: Conversion of the constructor type used in the setNext method of the
linked list example.
themselves be expressions. This process is currently very complex, and not yet perfect.
There are many corner cases and distinct scenarios that can occur during the calculation
of the type of an expression that are not documented. Discussion about the strategy and
limitations of the type inference system developed would deserve a section on its own.
However, due to not being directly correlated with the implementation of the plugin, it
will not be further discussed. While the type inference system developed worked as far
as it was tested, it is surely the weakest link in this implementation and a priority for
future work.
Having said that, the first step of this phase, ConvertMethodInvocationsTypePhase,
is to calculate the type of constructor used as an argument and the type of the expres-
sion over which this function is invoked. The type of the expression that precedes the
function invocation is needed so we can pinpoint to which class the function declaration
belongs to. Accordingly, the class that owns the declaration of that function is attained
so the type of the correspondent parameter of that function can be retrieved. Now, in the
presence of a constructor of a non-atomic type being used as an argument to a function
invocation whose respective parameter is the atomic type correspondent, the constructor
is transformed into its respective atomic type.
This phase effectively avoids the isolated declaration of an atomic local variable (with
constructor) just to pass it posteriorly into a method invocation. This is illustrated in
Listing 4.6, where the previous.setNext(node) method can be invoked without declaring
explicitly the new atomic node beforehand (line 10).
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4.3.5 Homogenization of the abstract syntax tree
One of the big problems brought by the variation allowed in the AST is the various com-
binations of nodes possible to reach the same end result. The biggest proponent of this
aspect are blocks, whose AST node type is JCBlock. They delimit a sequence of instruc-
tions and are used mostly in methods, classes, and control flow statements. However, in
many cases, such as in the use of control flow statements, they are not mandatory. As
such, it is possible to use a for loop with only one statement following it without the us-
ing a block. This statement is not an JCBlock, but a JCExpressionStatement. This brings
two types of problems. First, additional complexity is required when iterating over the
syntax tree. To find the body of control flow statements we have to check both scenarios:
either a solo JCExpressionStatement without a block or a JCBlock that contains inside
multiple statements. Second, any modification of the AST tree that requires adding addi-
tional statements would have to firstly create the block if missing, adding unneeded and
unrelated complexity to the algorithm.
This phase, BlockifyPhase, effectively erases both type of problems by replacing all
potentially missing blocks with blocks. It checks for missing bodies in most control flow
statements. Both if-else statements, foreach and regular for loops are blockified. Its
implementation is rather simple. If the expected control flow statement’s body is not a
JCBlock but a sole JCExpressionStatement, it creates a new JCBlock, copies the previous
JCExpressionStatement to the new block and unwraps the JCExpression contained in the
JCExpressionStament. Finally, the new block is assigned to the control flow statements
AST node.
4.4 Deadlock-free Lock Inference
In this section, we detail the lock inference performed that guarantees deadlock-freedom
in our system. This lock inference diverges from previous approaches in most code-
centric state of the art because those works have to infer which locks to associate with
each memory position. On the other hand, in our approach, we already have the locks
associated with each resource accessible through an atomic variable. In order to guaran-
tee deadlock-freedom, we use the partitioner, a tool introduced further ahead that detect
deadlock-prone situations in a program, allowing us to prevent them from occurring.
At this stage, the program is already deadlock-free. However, a considerable amount of
locks in the current program might not be required, introducing unnecessary overhead.
As such, two additional steps are performed to reduce the number of locks that have to
be acquired at runtime, improving its performance. This optimization phase entails two
steps: the elimination of dominated and redundant locks.
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4.4.1 Partitioning
The partitioner, developed as part of the previous ResourceGroups project [PD12] devel-
oped by Professor Hervé Paulino and student Nuno Delgado, is an external tool that
requires knowledge of the AST of the program to detect which resources acquisitions
can lead to cyclic dependencies, and hence, a deadlock. In specific, the classes present
in the program and their respective methods, the declaration of atomic variables, where
an atomic variable is referenced, and finally, the dependencies between methods are re-
quired by this tool. The later is needed so the partitioner can build a call-graph of the pro-
gram. As such, the goal of this step is to traverse the AST and transmit that information
about the AST to the partitioner, through the use of the partitioner’s API, illustrated at
Table 4.1. This API features methods oriented to the visitor pattern. The visitor only has
to inform the partitioner of its current position (using either the newClass or newMethod
methods) for the partitioner to progressively build an internal representation of the AST
as the visitor traverses the tree, while informing the partitioner about other relevant tree
nodes.
void newClass(String clazz)
void addPublicField(String resourceIdentifier)
void addPrivateField(String resourceIdentifier)
void newPrivateMethod(String methodod, int arity)
void newAcquisition()
void newMethod(String methodod)
void addPublicResourceType(String type)
void addPrivateResourceType(String type)
void addLocalResource(String resourceIdentifier)
void addMethodDependency(String clazz, String method, int arity)
PartitionList computeLocalPartitions(String clazz)
PartitionList computeGlobalPartition()
Table 4.1: API provided by the partitioner.
When the declaration of an atomic variables is found by the visitor, the correspond-
ing method must be invoked. For class fields, the addPublicField or addPrivateField
methods is used, depending if the field in question is, respectively, public or private to
the current class. For local atomic variables, addLocalResource is used if declared on the
spot (using new constructor), otherwise6 using addPrivateResourceType with its atomic
type. Given that, at compilation time, it is not always possible to infer to which resource
an atomic variable will point to, the minimum known denominator must be used, which
is its type. This last case occurs throughout the linked list example, such as in @Atomic
var = previous.getNext(), where addPrivateResourceType is used with the AtomicNode
type. For atomic parameters, addPublicResourceType method is also used with the type
of the parameter. Finally, for each expression encountered with a method invocation,
6Namely, if it derives from the invocation of a method that returns an atomic type or is an assignment to
a previously declared local variable.
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addMethodDependency) indicating the method invoked and its respective class. In the end,
the partitioner is able to use the information collected to build a simpler image of the AST
containing all the information required to fulfil its purpose.
The internal representation of the program built by the partitioner is composed by
four distinct components: DependencyChainSets, DependencyChains, Groups and finally
Locks. The program evaluated is composed by as many DependencyChainSets as the num-
ber of classes present in it. As such, a DependencyChainSet correspond to a class and
encompasses all the DependencyChains in it. In turn, each DependencyChain represents
a possible path of execution of a method in the current class, composed by a list of Groups
with a specific order representing the order of group acquisitions in chained method in-
vocations. A single Group represents a set of Locks which must be acquired atomically.
Finally, a Lock represents an atomic variable in the source code.
A set of DependencyChain may be interpreted as a graph, whose vertex set represents
all group acquisitions and the edge set is given by the union of the Cartesian products
of every pair of successive group acquisitions. In the example of the linked list imple-
mentation illustrated in Listing A.2, the graph representing the DependencyChains of the
methods of class Node would be:
root Node
In this graph, strongly connected components (SCC) correspond to cyclic dependen-
cies between resource acquisitions, symbolizing deadlock-prone situations.
The partitioner then applies Tarjan’s algorithm [APT79] to identify the SCCs. Each of
the identified SCCs is associated with a partition, an artificial resource created by the par-
titioner that will force the serialization of the methods that incur the SCCs. This prevents
the acquisition of resources in unordered fashion by multiple threads and consequently,
prevents deadlocks. Again, in the case of the linked list example illustrated in Listing A.2,
a partition would be associated with the three main methods: add, remove and contains,
since they access a type included in the partition, AtomicNode. Effectively, this partition
forces the serialization of the execution of those methods, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The partitions identified can be part of two distinct scopes: local and global partitions.
Local partitions are local to each object of a class since the SCC associated only includes
resources local to that class. Global partitions, on the other hand, are shared across all ob-
jects of the program because the SCC associated includes resources from multiple classes.
The end result given by the partitioner to our plugin at this point is the set of locks that
should be acquired by each method. However, this preliminary result will be trimmed
down by the lock coalescing performed. These were developed in the context of our
work.
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4.4.2 Lock coalescing
Firstly, in order to eliminate dominated locks, a relation of dominance between locks has
to be established. While this concept is similar to the one presented in [HFP06], the latter
does not have the notion of groups, only of standalone locks.
Definition 6. (Dominance) A lock l1 is said to dominate lock l2 when all occurrences of l2 are
either preceded by l1 or acquired at the same time (i.e. occur in the same Group) as l1. By analogy,
l2 is said to be dominated by l1.
As such, when a lock l dominates lock l′, the acquisition of l′ is not required due to
it being contained by the previous acquisition of lock l. Thus, a dominated lock can be
safely removed, eliminating the overhead associated with its (superfluous) acquisition.
However, since resources can be aliased to other resources, problems regarding aliasing
of locks could arise. To avoid these, we can only eliminate a lock if its dominant lock
is deemed concrete. A concrete lock is a lock from a variable whose pointer is never
altered by another thread during execution. Furthermore, since initially the acquisition
of dominated locks is guaranteed to be preceded by the acquisition of its dominant lock,
the elimination of dominated locks will not result in a loss of parallelism.
In order to achieve maximum performance, our work will eliminate all dominated
locks. The implementation of the algorithm that performs this task, illustrated in List-
ing 4.7, is fairly straightforward. First, we attain the ordered list of all locks in the
program supplied (allChains) using the method flatMapLocks(allChains) (line 4). The
locks should be ordered according to a deterministic criterion. Our implementation uses
the lexicographic order of the locks. Then, for all pairs (l1, l2) of distinct locks l1 and l2,
we check if l1 dominates l2 using method dominates(l1,l2,allChains) (line 12). This
method returns true when lock l1 dominates lock l2, i.e. when l1 precedes or occurs in
the same group as l2 in all chains where l2 occurs. If so, and if l2 represents a concrete
Figure 4.3: Order of resource acquisition after the attribution of a partition to the linked
list example.
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lock, we eliminate all occurrences of l2, the dominated lock, from the current program
(line 15). Accordingly, l2 is also removed from the list of all locks. When an elimination
is performed, the algorithm restarts (line 19). This process is repeated until the algo-
rithm converges, when an iteration of the algorithm does not eliminate any lock, i.e. no
dominated locks remain in the program.
To exemplify the lock inference process, let us focus on the hash set benchmark, il-
lustrated in Listing A.1, with just the add, findIndex and rehash methods for simplicity.
In the partitioner, three chains exist for the three respective methods, as illustrated in
Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Graph representation of dependency chains in a simplified hash set containing
only the add, findIndex and rehash methods.
The add method invokes two methods, first findIndex then rehash. In the add method
chain, the first group belongs to the add method itself, since it accesses both the set and
the states atomic variables. The second group belongs to the findIndex invocation and
the third to the rehash invocation. By itself, the rehash method accesses five atomic
variables: set, states, free, size, and max. The findIndex method chain only accesses
two atomic variables, set, and states.
Before the start of the algorithm, we have the following chains:
Chain add: -> (set,states)->(set,states)->(free,max,set,size,states)
Chain findIndex: -> (set,states)
Chain rehash: -> (free,max,set,size,states)
The algorithm then starts testing all possible pairs of distinct locks in the program,
and checking if one dominates the other. In our implementation, the first pair detected in
which a lock dominates the other is (free,max). In this case, free occurs in two chains:
chain add and chain rehash. In both chains, free occurs in the same group as max. Since
free either precedes or occurs in the same group in the chains that contain max, free
dominates max. We proceed with the elimination of the dominated lock, max.
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1
2 p u b l i c s t a t i c void lockCoalescing(Set <DependencyChainSet > allChains) {
3 //get all locks of the program
4 List <Lock > allLocksInProgram = flatMapLocks(allChains) ;
5 // remove one lock at a time until it converges
6 repeat:whi le ( t r u e ) {
7 //for each pair of distinct locks
8 f o r (Lock l1 : allLocksInProgram) {
9 f o r (Lock l2 : allLocksInProgram) {
10 i f (!l1.equals(l2) && l1.isConcrete ()) {
11 //if l1 dominates all ocurrences of l2
12 i f (dominates(l1,l2, allChains)) {
13 // remove dominated lock l2 from the program
14 Lock dominated = l2 ;
15 removeAllFromAllChains(dominated ,allChains);
16 //...and from our list of locks
17 allLocksInProgram.remove(dominated) ;
18 //finally , repeat algorithm since we eliminated a lock
19 cont inue repeat;
20 }
21 }
22 }
23 }
24 r e t u r n ; //no removal done , converged
25 }
26 }
27
28 p r i v a t e s t a t i c boolean dominates(Lock l1, Lock l2, Set <DependencyChainSet >
allChains) {
29 f o r (DependencyChainSet css : allChains) {
30 f o r (DependencyChain c : css) {
31 i f (c.containsLock(l2)) {
32 f o r (Group g : c) {
33 i f (g.contains(l1))
34 break ; // precedes OR in same group in this chain
35 i f (g.contains(l2))
36 r e t u r n f a l s e ; //l2 found before l1, so l1 doesnt precede
37 }
38 }
39 }
40 }
41 //lock l1 precedes (or occurs in same group) as lock l2 in our program
42 r e t u r n t r u e ;
43 }
44
45 c lass DependencyChainSet extends Set <DependencyChain > {...}
46 c lass DependencyChain extends Set <Group > {...}
47 c lass Group extends Set <Lock > {...}
48 c lass Lock {...}
Listing 4.7: Lock inference algorithm.
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Chain add: -> (set,states)->(set,states)->(free,set,size,states)
Chain findIndex: -> (set,states)
Chain rehash: -> (free,set,size,states)
In the next iteration, the first pair where a lock dominates the other is the (free,size).
Since free and size always occur in the same group together, free dominates size. The
same could be said for the pair (size,free), where size also dominates free. Thus,
regarding the correction of the algorithm, free could indeed be eliminated instead of
size. However, following the ordering of pairs tested in our algorithm, the (free,size)
is tested before the (size,free). As such, size is eliminated.
Chain add: -> (set,states)->(set,states)->(free,set,states)
Chain findIndex: -> (set,states)
Chain rehash: -> (free,set,states)
In the next iteration, the pair found is (set,free). Here, set dominates free. Accord-
ingly, free is removed.
Chain add: -> (set,states)->(set,states)->(set,states)
Chain findIndex: -> (set,states)
Chain rehash: -> (set,states)
In the next iteration, only two locks are left: set and states. The first pair to be
checked is (set,states). Since they always occur in the same group, set dominates
states. Accordingly, the lock states is eliminated from all the chains where it occurs.
Chain add: -> (set)->(set)->(set)
Chain findIndex: -> (set)
Chain rehash: -> (set)
The algorithm then converges because in the next iteration no lock is dominated by
another lock. No lock can further be removed and the algorithm terminates.
When a partition is introduced, such as the linked list example illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.3, the algorithm behaves the same way. In this example, all three methods (add,
remove, and contains) share similar chains:
Chain add: -> (partition)->(root)->(AtomicNode)->(AtomicNode)
Chain remove: -> (partition)->(root)->(AtomicNode)->(AtomicNode)
Chain contains: -> (partition)->(root)->(AtomicNode)->(AtomicNode)
Here, the resources represented by AtomicNode cannot be acquired at the start of the
method, when the partition and root are acquired. As such, AtomicNode is part of a
distinct group.
In the first iteration, the pair (partition,AtomicNode) is tested. Here, since partition
always precedes AtomicNode in the chains where AtomicNode occurs, partition domi-
nates AtomicNode. As such, the locks AtomicNode are eliminated.
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Chain add: -> (partition)->(root)->()->()
Chain remove: -> (partition)->(root)->()->()
Chain contains: -> (partition)->(root)->()->()
In the second iteration, the pair (partition,root) is tested. Again, since partition
always precedes root, partition dominates root. Accordingly, root is eliminated from
the program.
Chain add: -> (partition)->()->()->()
Chain remove: -> (partition)->()->()->()
Chain contains: -> (partition)->()->()->()
In the final iteration, no dominated locks are found. Thereby, the algorithm termi-
nates.
4.4.3 Lock removal
Afterwards, the elimination of redundant locks takes place. The main objective of this
step is improving performance by eliminating the acquisition of locks that, through a
call-graph analysis, are guaranteed to be already previously acquired. For each method,
we check its callers.
Given a method m and a lock l, if all the callers of m acquire l then the acquisition of l
in m is omitted. A literal implementation of this algorithm would only eliminate locks
acquired in consecutive methods. In order to bubble down the locks previously removed,
when checking the presence of lock in the callers of a method, we also check if that caller
already had that lock removed. If it did, it was already acquired by its callees. Thus,
we can also remove it from the present method. This procedure is then repeated over all
methods until all removals are bubbled down.
In the previous hash set example, after the elimination of dominated locks, some re-
dundant locks are still present. Both findIndex and rehash methods are only invoked
from within the add method. As such, the set lock acquisition in both findIndex and
rehash are redundant since it is guaranteed to be previously acquired in the add method.
As such, the locks that are acquired by the findIndex and rehash methods can be elimi-
nated from the chains. In the end, only the set lock has to be acquired in the add method.
Chain add: -> (set)->()->()
Chain findIndex: -> ()
Chain rehash: -> ()
4.5 Mapping onto the ResourceGroups API
This section will detail the phase that will acquire the resources identified by the parti-
tioner using the ResourceGroups API in each method. Before that, another simplification
of the AST to ease this phase will be presented.
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1 p u b l i c boolean contains( i n t key) {
2 AtomicRBNode node = getRoot ();
3 whi le (node != sentinelNode) {
4 i f (key == node.getValue ()) {
5 boolean returnExpression = t r u e ;
6 r e t u r n returnExpression;
7 } e l s e {
8 i f (key < node.getValue ()) {
9 node = node.getLeft ();
10 } e l s e {
11 node = node.getRight ();
12 }
13 }
14 }
15 boolean returnExpression = f a l s e ;
16 r e t u r n returnExpression;
17 }
Listing 4.8: Example of the return expression isolation in the contain method of the
RBTree benchmark.
4.5.1 Isolating return expressions
One of the fundamental conditions present in our model is that a function releases all the
locks it has acquired. However, in situations where the return expression still accesses
atomic variables, release is not possible since the return marks the last statement exe-
cuted in the method. As such, one has to isolate those expressions that are returned into
a new variable, that is in turn returned. This job is done by the IsolateReturnExpression-
sPhase. At this point, and due to the previous blockification of the AST, all control flow
statements are guaranteed to use a JCBlock, representing the brackets at syntax level.
Since all return statements are guaranteed to be inside a JCBlock, searching all blocks
will uncover all return statements in the AST. For each return statement found, if it does
not return a single variable, the later is relocated into a new assignment that is injected
before the return statement. Next, the expression in the return statement is replaced by
the reference to the newly created variable.
This transformation preserves the behaviour of the method, while enabling the sub-
sequent phases to freely insert statements before any return, without worrying about the
presence of atomic variable references in the return expression, allowing the release of
the resources acquired in that method before the return statement. The final result is ex-
emplified in Listing 4.8, where both return statements in the if block and in the method
body got isolated to allow the inject of additional statements between them.
4.5.2 Injecting partitions
While the partitions are already defined by the partitioner, they only represent artificial
resources that only exist inside the partitioner. Thus, they have to be inserted in the actual
program. This task is performed by the InjectPartitionsPhase. The local partitions have
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1 p u b l i c c lass GlobalPartitionsHolderClass {
2
3 p u b l i c GlobalPartitionsHolderClass () {
4 super ();
5 }
6
7 p u b l i c s t a t i c Partition GLOBAL_partition_00 = new Partition ();
8 p u b l i c s t a t i c Partition GLOBAL_partition_01 = new Partition ();
9 }
Listing 4.9: GlobalPartitionsHolderClass with two global partition injected.
1 p u b l i c c lass IntSetLinkedList implements IntSet {
2
3 p r i v a t e AtomicNode m_first = new AtomicNode (0);
4 p r i v a t e Partition LOCAL_partition_00 = new Partition ();
5
6 (...)
7 }
Listing 4.10: LinkedList class with a local partition injected.
to be inserted in the scope of the selected classes and global partitions will have to be in-
serted in the special class created to store the global partitions, GlobalPartitionsHolderClass
(Section 4.2.3).
For it, we need to inject new fields inside those classes that represent the partition.
However, adding a new field to a pre-existing class in the AST is not trivial. One would
think that adding the respective variable declaration inside the AST of the class would
be sufficient. The code will compile, and the field will be apparently generated. But at
runtime, the JVM would crash. The reason for this is that the offsets from the fields in a
class are calculated after the Parse phase. Injecting a variable declaration in the class AST
would not automatically update the offsets, leading to corrupted bytecode. Those offsets
have to be updated manually after the injection of a new field (a variable declaration) in
classes.7
The variable declarations are created to hold an object of type Partition. This object
inherits from Resource, and as such, supports lock based operations similar to the atomic
type objects created. Illustrated in Listing 4.9 is the partition holder class with two global
partitions injected and in Listing 4.10 is an example of a class that had a local partition
allocated by the partitioner and thus, injected into it. These partitions will be used by the
next phases, as explained in the this section.
7This search for the correct injection of new fields in pre-existing classes in a javac plugin lead to the
creation of a small proof-of-concept. A simple javac plugin that offers support for persistent local variables.
https://github.com/metabrain/java8-plugin-persitent-local-vars.
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4.5.3 Mapping
This phase, the MappingPhase, is where all concurrency control will be effectively en-
forced after the preparation performed in previous phases. Firstly, it is important to state
two variants of this phase exist: one that makes use of exclusive locks and another that
uses read-write locks. Only the read-write implementation will be detailed due to it be-
ing more interesting, complex and, as explained ahead in Section 5.2, allowing a strictly
better performance.
All the reasoning in this phase is done at method-level, since it represents our basic
unit of work. Due to the complexity of this phase, it will be further split into three distinct
parts: attaining the dominant locks from the partitioner, locating the AST nodes repre-
senting locks and finally the actual mapping. The mapper itself, in turn, is also composed
of two distinct modes: single lock mapper or multi-lock mapper.
4.5.3.1 Filtering resources to acquire from the atomic variables
At this point, a method might have several types of atomic variables. They can be class
fields (partition or a normal variable), method parameters or local variables. As such, the
first step is to query the partitioner about what locks should be acquired in this method.
This is done by invoking the m.getDominators() method in the partitioner, where m rep-
resents the current method, from which we obtain a list of the dominant locks. After
collecting in a list all AST nodes of the atomic variables referenced in the current method,
the local partitions in the current class and all the global partitions, we remove those that
are not present in the list of dominant locks for this method. Now that we have the AST
nodes of the dominant locks, we have to choose which mapper to execute.
4.5.3.2 Multi-resource Mapper
The functioning of the mapper (read-write lock version) will be explained in parallel with
the example illustrated in Listing 4.11. The example represents the hash set benchmark
used in Section 5.2. For this example, the only resource that must be acquired according
to the compiler is set.
The first step is inject the creation of the ResourceGroup object at the beginning of the
method (line 2). This object will be used according to the ResourceGroups API, illustrated
in Table 2.1, in order to add or remove resources, lock or unlock the group, throughout the
method. Following, if a partition is part of the set of dominant locks to acquire, we set as
the current partition by injecting, immediately after the declaration of the ResourceGroup,
a statement with rg.setPartition(p), where p represents the partition variable.
Next, the acquisition of the group should be made before the first access to an atomic
variable. This means that scope of atomicity in a function has an upper boundary de-
limited by the first statement that accesses an atomic variable. In our example, the first
access occurs at line 5. Accordingly, the lock of the resource group is injected at line 4,
before the first access.
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1 p r i v a t e i n t index( i n t value) {
2 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
3 rg.addRead(set);
4 rg.lock();
5 i n t length = states.value.length;
6 i n t hash = (value * 31) & 2147483647;
7 i n t index = hash % length;
8 i n t probe;
9 i f (states.value[index] != FREE && (states.value[index] == REMOVED ||
set.value[index] != value)) {
10 probe = 1 + (hash % (length - 2));
11 do {
12 index -= probe;
13 i f (index < 0) {
14 index += length;
15 }
16 }
17 whi le (states.value[index] != FREE && (states.value[index] ==
REMOVED || set.value[index] != value));
18 }
19 i n t returnExpression = states.value[index] == FREE ? -1 : index;
20 rg.unlock ();
21 r e t u r n returnExpression;
22 }
Listing 4.11: Final result of the multi-resource mapper for the index method of the hash
set benchmark.
The following steps entail the initial addition of the atomic variables used to the
RWResourceGroup object. In this situation we can identify two groups of atomic vari-
ables: those that are known at the beginning of the method and those that are not. The
first group contains both class fields and parameters while the second represents local
variables in the method.
Accordingly, the additions of the atomic variables that are known at the start are also
acquired at the start, immediately after the creation of the ResourceGroups object. In our
example, set has to be acquired as previously stated, and as such, is acquired at the
beginning of the method (line 3).
On the other hand, the variables that are not known at the start can only be added to
the group when they are declared. As such, their addition to the group is only injected
after their initial declaration.
The aliasing of atomic variables is also extremely relevant for the mapper. Each time
an atomic variable is aliased, the resource referenced is potentially changed, requiring
an acquisition. As such, the mapper injects the acquisition of the new resource in the
statement following its aliasing. Basically, the mapper treats an alias of an atomic variable
as the declaration of a local variable.
The read-write lock version of the mapper also allows the use of read resources, as
observed in line 3 of the hash set example. However, its application must respect some
rules.
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Since the Java read-write locks used, ReentrantReadWriteLock, do not support pro-
motion, we cannot add a resource as read if a nested function will perform a write access
upon that same resource.
To discover if an atomic variable can be acquired in read mode, two conditions must
be verified. First, the atomic variable is used solely in read accesses in the context of the
current method.
Here, our definition of read access is that, basically, the variable is only used as a ref-
erence. This entails no aliasing and no invocations of methods on the referenced object.
In the case of atomic variable arrays, accessing a position of an array is considered a read
access, but creating or assigning another array is classified as a write access. Second, the
methods invocable from the current method and their respective descendent also only
use the atomic variable, if present, in read accesses. If any of these conditions is broken,
the system defaults to acquire the variable in write mode.
The inference of read and write accesses might be further relaxed, but to do so it
would be necessary to perform a deeper analysis over the whole call-graph. Due to time
constrains, we think that the current read/write set detection was sufficient to demon-
strate the application of readers-writer locks to our system.
At last, all resources acquired throughout the method have to be released before it
terminates, or else resources would remain eternally acquired in the system. Therefore,
the rg.unlock() statement has to be injected at the end of all possible exit points of the
function. For this, the mapper traverses the AST of the method, exploring all possible
paths of execution and injecting this statement before its end. The end of the paths of
execution are represented by either return statements, or in its absence, the end of the
method body.
Since the release of the resources acquired throughout the method is always done at
its exit points, two conclusions can be drawn. First, the end of a method represents the
lower boundary of atomicity in a method. This boundary could, arguably, be further
narrowed to the last statement that accesses an atomic variable, representing future work
that could be done to further optimize the performance of the system.
However, this implementation does not currently support the release of the locks in
case of an exception. The solution would be to, in every method, surround the contents
of the body after the declaration of the ResourceGroup object with a try-catch. The try
section would delimit the entire code of the method, while the catch block would include
two statements: one to release the resources acquired and another to throw the exception
caught upwards on the call-stack. That way, an exception would not leave pending locks.
Note that currently 2PL is not enforced, given that a top-level method does not ac-
quire resources that are reachable by a nested method invocation but not in its actual
body. These acquisitions (and paired releases) are delegated on the invoked method. Ac-
cordingly, during a method’s execution locks may be released before others are acquired.
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4.5.3.3 Single Resource Mapper
The single resource mapper, SingleResourceMapMethod, is an optimization for the scenario
where only one atomic variable needs acquisition in a method. Instead of creating a new
ResourceGroup object just to add a single atomic variable along with the other methods,
we apply the lock and unlock primitives directly on that atomic variable, possible due to
Resource interface inherited by atomic types, as explained in Section 4.2.2. This optimiza-
tion effectively avoids the overhead associated with the creation of a new ResourceGroup
object. However, there is a particular scenario in which this optimization cannot be em-
ployed. Due to the nature of this optimization, if the atomic variable is aliased through-
out the method, the resource initially locked at the start might not be the same resource
being unlocked at the end. As such, the single resource mapper can only be employed
when only one atomic variable is to be acquired in the method and that atomic variable is
never aliased throughout the method, i.e. the resource referenced by that atomic variable
is always the same during the execution of the method. In all other cases, the normal
mapper is employed.
Let l be a lock associated with an atomic variable or a partition. The single resource
mapper diverges from the mapper in the sense that only two statements have to be in-
jected: l.lock() and l.unlock(). The lock statement is injected at the start of the method.
If the atomic variable is not declared at the start of the method, the injection of the lock
statement has to be accordingly delayed until it is declared. Consequently, the unlock
statement shares the same mapping as rg.unlock() in the multi-resource mapper imple-
mentation: inject at all possible exit points of the method. An example of the utilization
of this mapper is illustrated in Listing 4.12, where a global partition is the single resource
in the method.
The single-resource mapper shares the same limitations (and respective solutions) of
its multi-resource counterpart, namely lack of support for releasing locks in case of an
exception.
4.5.4 Injecting the missing imports
After all the injection of statements in the AST, some of the classes modified by the map-
per require additional import statements in the class declaration. These additional im-
ports required derive from three sources: the use of the ResourceGroups API, the use of
the global partition holder class and the use of the new atomic types. This phase, Import-
Phase, takes requests from other phases to add the dependencies required for certain
classes. Every time the mapper injects a ResourceGroup object, a request is sent to add the
ResourceGroup class to the list of imports, if missing. Similarly, when the mapper injects
a global partition, a request sent to add the GlobalPartitionHolderClass to the list of
imports, if missing. The other source of requests is the ConvertPhase. When it converts
a type into its atomic equivalent, a request is sent to add the atomic class to the list of
imports, if missing.
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1 p u b l i c boolean contains( i n t key) {
2 GlobalPartitionsHolderClass.GLOBAL_partition_00.lock();
3 AtomicRBNode node = getRoot ();
4 whi le (node != sentinelNode) {
5 i f (key == node.getValue ()) {
6 boolean returnExpression = t r u e ;
7 GlobalPartitionsHolderClass.GLOBAL_partition_00.unlock ();
8 r e t u r n returnExpression;
9 } e l s e {
10 i f (key < node.getValue ()) {
11 node = node.getLeft ();
12 } e l s e {
13 node = node.getRight ();
14 }
15 }
16 }
17 boolean returnExpression = f a l s e ;
18 GlobalPartitionsHolderClass.GLOBAL_partition_00.unlock ();
19 r e t u r n returnExpression;
20 }
Listing 4.12: Example of contain method of the RBTree benchmark after the use of the
single-resource mapper.
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Evaluation
In this chapter we perform an evaluation of our model and implementation. The model
will be compared against competitor models according to their productivity and the
properties guaranteed by each system. The implementation’s performance will be com-
pared in a set of benchmarks against the state of the art in concurrency control mecha-
nisms.
5.1 Productivity
In this section, we will present an analysis of the productivity enabled by our system. It
will be compared against the current state of the art in data-centric concurrency control,
AJ (atomic sets), and against the state of the art code-centric approaches based on atomic
sections.
5.1.1 versus AJ
A clear advantage our system provides against AJ in the simplicity department is the re-
duced number of constructs used by our system, one, against the five constructs used by
AJ. These five constructs also hold distinct semantic meanings as exposed in Section 2.2.1,
while our system’s solo annotation has a single semantic meaning. Furthermore, the pro-
grammer has to manually specify the atomic set that each variable belongs to, which is
not required in our model.
We claim that most of these annotations should be delegated to the underlying sys-
tem. The programmer should not be encumbered by having such a considerable number
of annotations with distinct use-cases.
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AJ Our system
atomicset atomic owned unitfor alias (/*this.L=L*/) Total @Atomic
TSP 2 9 0 0 0 11 9
Elevator 1 4 0 8 8 21 4
Weblech 2 4 0 0 0 6 4
Jcursez1 5 15 0 16 29 65 25
Cewolf 4 5 0 0 1 10 5
Collections 5 53 0 40 330 428 146
Table 5.1: Comparison between the number of annotations required in AJ and our system.
A direct comparison of the number of constructs required with AJ against our system
is illustrated in Table 5.1. The programs used are part of the programs provided by the
authors of AJ1, with the required modifications already made. It is possible to observe
that our system requires a lower number of annotations on all the programs. The use of
atomic(s) on AJ is a subset of our use of the @Atomic annotation. Most other annotations
in AJ simply do not require an equivalent in our system. The atomicset(s) construct
is not used because we do not require the explicit association of an atomic variable to
an atomic set. The unitfor construct, used to express that an atomic scope must obtain
exclusive access to more than one resource set, shares some affinity with our use of the
@Atomic annotation on function parameters.
In retrospective, the five constructs are severally different and require careful thought
about their application. It is not trivial for a programmer to identify the use-case for
each construct immediately. As such, we argue that the complexity of the mental process
of the programmer is much higher when using AJ compared to our system. Moreover,
the non-trivial reasoning from AJ is more prone to mistakes in their use. These mistakes
might lead to the violation of desirable atomicity constraints. In more extreme scenarios,
these mistakes might even lead to deadlock situations.
In our system, the annotation of which variables must be evaluated atomically is
enough to express concurrency restrictions in a safe manner. This safety in enforced by
the type system, assuring that all atomic resources are always referenced by atomic vari-
ables who, in turn, are guaranteed to be evaluated in a unit of work that guarantees its
atomicity. Furthermore, due to the nature of the type system, a misuse of our annotations
will quickly trigger a type check error, effectively preventing the compilation and subse-
quent execution of a program that does not uphold the desired atomicity constraints.
Additionally, AJ does not guarantee the absence of deadlocks in all dynamic scenarios
where transitive circular dependencies between atomic sets might occur [VTD06]. This
limitation was addressed in [MHD+13], delegating into the programmer the responsi-
bility of ordering the resources by using an extra < annotation. On the other hand, our
system requires only the @Atomic annotation to guarantee the absence of deadlocks in all
scenarios, guaranteeing progress of the execution.
1 Available on the authors website. http://sss.cs.purdue.edu/projects/aj/
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However, AJ is more generic than our system by allowing the acquisition of two dis-
tinct atomic sets in the same unit of work and by having annotations that can be used to
deal with high-level data-races, given that the programmer identifies them beforehand.
Nonetheless, none of our case-studies nor the ones supplied2 by the authors of AJ bene-
fited from this feature.
Static Dynamic Livelock-free Atomicity Isolation Composable
Atomic Sets Yes Mostly yes Yes Weak- Yes Yes
Our model Yes Yes Yes Strong Yes Yes
Table 5.2: Overview of properties offered by our system and by AJ.
Illustrated in Table 5.2 is a comparison between the properties offered by our system
and AJ. According to what was possible to determine for AJ, nothing guarantees that
the resources referenced by an atomic set are always associated to an atomic set. Thus,
we believe AJ only guarantees weak atomicity, unlike our system that provides strong
atomicity. The other noteworthy property is deadlock-freedom in dynamic scenarios,
that is not fully guaranteed in AJ while our system completely guarantees it.
The issue of high-level data-races might arise in both systems, but due to distinct fac-
tors. In AJ, high-level data-races are accounted for and avoided by the system given that
the programmer applies the correct primitives. But the reasoning behind the application
of those primitives and the detection of high-level data-races prone situations still resides
on the programmer. Both aliasing or unitfor annotations are required and should be ap-
plied in situations where a high-level data-race could occur. One of the works related
to AJ, presented in Section 2.2.1, proposes the dynamic detection of high-level data-races
that should be annotated. However, since this approach relies on executing the program
and detecting the data-races when they occur, their absence is not guaranteed by the
system at compile time.
In that perspective, our system also does not guarantee the absence of data-races.
Nevertheless, if detected by the programmer, they can be fixed. Firstly, a data-race can
occur if at least two units of work nested in a method access the same resources. In each
unit of work, the resources are evaluated atomically. However, during the transition
between units of work in the caller method, the resource is not acquired by the current
thread. In this scenario, between both units of work, a data-race can occur in which an
outside thread might access the resource.
Consider the example in Listings 5.1 and 5.2, respectively featuring our system and AJ
in the same scenario. In this example, a data-race might occur during the transfer
method, between invocations of the withdraw and the deposit methods. Both imple-
mentations incur the same data-race possibility. More specifically in our system, while
both withdraw and deposit methods are units of work and evaluate the atomic account
2See footnote 1.
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1 p u b l i c c lass Account {
2 i n t balance = 0 ;
3 (...)
4 }
5
6 p u b l i c c lass Bank {
7 @Atomic Account [] accounts ;
8
9 (...)
10
11 p u b l i c void transfer( i n t accNum_A , i n t accNum_B , i n t amount) {
12 withdraw(accNum_A , amount) ;
13 // during this transition , both accounts can be accessed
14 deposit(accNum_B , amount) ;
15 }
16
17 p u b l i c void withdraw( i n t accNum , i n t amount) {
18 @Atomic Account acc = accounts[accNum] ;
19 acc.balance -= amount ;
20 }
21
22 p u b l i c void deposit( i n t accNum , i n t amount) {
23 @Atomic Account acc = accounts[accNum] ;
24 acc.balance += amount ;
25 }
26 }
Listing 5.1: An example of a bank transfer between two accounts that incurs a high-
level data-race in our system.
referenced, the transfer method is not a unit of work because it does not reference any
atomic variable.
After the programmer detects this scenario, it can effectively avoid the data-race by
forcing the acquisition of this resource in the method where both units of work are nested,
as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Since now two accounts are acquired by the caller
method, the transition between the inner units of work is not seen by an outside thread,
effectively avoiding the data-race between the two inner units of work. We argue that this
process of fixing perceived data-races is simpler when employing our system compared
to AJ.
5.1.2 versus atomic sections
Firstly, an obvious advantage of our system is the use of a data-centric concurrency con-
trol system, with all the benefits that it entails. In this regard, the most positive aspect
is the centralization of concurrency errors. In a code-centric approach, such as in atomic
sections, a concurrency error might arise in the incorrect use of a single construct, or from
the lack of it in a single critical section.
However, by employing a data-centric approach, the use of lower level concurrency
mechanisms is delegated on the underlying system, in which the programmer only has
to annotate the variables that should be atomically evaluated throughout the program.
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1 p u b l i c c lass Account {
2 atomicse t (a)
3 atomic(a) i n t balance = 0 ;
4 (...)
5 }
6
7 p u b l i c c lass Bank {
8 atomicse t (s)
9 atomic(s) Account [] accounts ;
10
11 (...)
12
13 p u b l i c void transfer( i n t accNum_A , i n t accNum_B , i n t amount) {
14 withdraw(accNum_A , amount) ;
15 // during this transition , both accounts can be accessed
16 deposit(accNum_B , amount) ;
17 }
18
19 p u b l i c void withdraw( i n t accNum , i n t amount) {
20 Account acc = accounts[accNum] ;
21 acc.balance -= amount ;
22 }
23
24 p u b l i c void deposit( i n t accNum , i n t amount) {
25 Account acc = accounts[accNum] ;
26 acc.balance += amount ;
27 }
28 }
Listing 5.2: An example of a bank transfer between two accounts that incurs a high-
level data-race in AJ.
1 p u b l i c c lass Bank {
2 @Atomic Account [] accounts ;
3
4 (...)
5
6 p u b l i c void transfer( i n t accNum_A , i n t accNum_B , i n t amount) {
7 @Atomic Account acc_A = accounts[accNum_A] ;
8 @Atomic Account acc_B = accounts[accNum_B] ;
9 withdraw(acc_A , amount) ;
10 // during this transition ,
11 // both accounts are still acquired by this thread
12 deposit(acc_B , amount) ;
13 }
14
15 p u b l i c void withdraw(@Atomic Account acc , i n t amount) {
16 acc.balance -= amount ;
17 }
18
19 p u b l i c void deposit(@Atomic Account acc , i n t amount) {
20 acc.balance += amount ;
21 }
22 }
Listing 5.3: Fixing the high-level data-race presented in Listing 5.1 using our system.
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1 p u b l i c c lass Account {
2 atomicse t (a)
3 atomic(a) i n t balance = 0 ;
4 (...)
5 }
6
7 p u b l i c c lass Bank {
8 atomicse t (s)
9 atomic(s) Account [] accounts ;
10
11 (...)
12
13 p u b l i c void transfer( i n t accNum_A , i n t accNum_B , i n t amount) {
14 withdraw(acc_A , amount) ;
15 deposit(acc_B , amount) ;
16 }
17
18 p u b l i c void withdraw( u n i t f o r (a) Account acc , i n t amount) {
19 Account|a= t h i s .s| acc_A = accounts[accNum_A] ;
20 acc.balance -= amount ;
21 }
22
23 p u b l i c void deposit( u n i t f o r (a) Account acc , i n t amount) {
24 Account|a= t h i s .s| acc_B = accounts[accNum_A] ;
25 acc.balance += amount ;
26 }
27 }
Listing 5.4: Fixing the high-level data-race presented in Listing 5.2 using AJ.
If any concurrency error is found in this approach, it is surely at the declaration of an
atomic variables.
Additionally, in our system, it is enough to annotate a variable with @Atomic to dis-
seminate its concurrency requirements throughout the program. The compiler will refuse
to compile until all these are fulfilled. In other words, until all its aliases (both local vari-
ables and function parameters) are also annotated with @Atomic.
Atomic sections Our system
Total Primary Derived Total
TSP 15 9 0 9
Elevator 9 4 0 4
Bank 3 1 5 6
IntHashSet 3 5 0 5
LinkedList 3 1 13 14
RBTree 3 3 15 18
Table 5.3: Comparison between the number of annotations required in DeuceSTM and
our system.
A comparison on the number of annotations required was done against DeuceSTM, a
optimistic software transactional memory system that uses atomic sections. The results
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attained are illustrated in Table 5.3. The primary column symbolizes obligatory annota-
tions, from whom all other can be derived, represented in the derived column. Four of the
six programs, belonging to the DeuceSTM benchmark suite, resulted in a higher number
of annotations when using our system. The numbers of annotations in the benchmarks
that use recursive data-structures (RBTree and LinkedList) is inflated due to the great use
of atomic local variables that have to be annotated. However, in these two benchmarks,
a significant portion of the annotations are not primary, but derived from the primary
annotations. This inference of derived annotations could be completely delegated into
an IDE, further emphasizing the centrality of the system and reducing the number of
annotations required.
Moreover, it is important to understand that the results are in part regulated by the
relation between the number of methods and the number of data that requires atomic ex-
ecution. Even though each benchmark shares some degree of complexity, with multiple
variables (more than three in all programs) that store the benchmark’s state, only three
operations need to be effectively synchronized. This means that the atomic sections only
need to be applied to three functions. As such, these benchmarks are, in a way, not a
good representative of the data-centric paradigm.
The justification is inherently correlated with the scaling of data-centric annotations.
A program with a single structure that holds its state and uses hundreds of methods will
only require, in minimum, one primary single data-centric annotation in the said struc-
ture. On the other hand, a code-centric system would have to identify the methods that
make use of the said structure and then apply the atomic section construct, certainly, a
greater number of times compared to the data-centric approach. Furthermore, forgetting
a critical atomic section construct would issue no compile time error whatsoever, but the
atomicity constraints would be broken.
The reverse is also true, as verified in the aforementioned four benchmarks. A pro-
gram with a great number of distinct structures that only has three operations that have
to be performed atomically will probably require a lower number of atomic section con-
structs compared to a data-centric approach. Nevertheless, we argue that the latter sce-
nario is less common and more artificial.
Additionally, most code-centric systems either do not guarantee deadlock-freedom in
all scenarios or do not guarantee livelock-freedom. We have implemented the proposed
model in such a way that progress is ensured in all scenarios. A formal proof of such
claim is in the works.
5.2 Performance
The main focus of this thesis is not the performance. Nonetheless, we still want to assess
the performance of our prototype implementation. Ergo, in this section, we compare its
performance against AJ and leading techs in code-centric concurrency for Java.
Regarding the implementations available for AJ, we only had access to a limited set
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of programs, both in the original and transformed versions. The translation mechanism
used by AJ was not supplied by the authors, thus we were limited to the source code and
subsequent Java translation of a set of six examples. Only one of those programs qualified
as a performance benchmark, the travelling salesman problem (TSP), thus representing
the only benchmark used in this comparison.
Regarding the code-centric comparison, we selected both Java synchronized blocks
and a reference STM, DeuceSTM. The benchmarks used for this comparison were taken
from the DeuceSTM benchmark suite. Those were then adapted into a naïve implemen-
tation using Java synchronized blocks, where all methods have the synchronized keyword
added.
For each benchmark configuration (thread number, contention), a minimum of 100
executions were made. Exceptionally, due to its short execution time, the TSP benchmark
was executed a minimum of 1000 times for each configuration. The execution of each
benchmark lasted thirty seconds, except the TSP benchmark where the execution time is
the actual benchmark result. The bottom 10% and the upper 10% of results from each
configuration were excluded to eliminate potential outliers. The remaining values were
used to calculate the average, that in turn was used to plot the graphs presented in this
section.
Test infrastructure All tests were ran on a machine with 4 AMD Opteron™ processors
with 16 cores each, totalling 64 cores, and with 64 GigaBytes of RAM. The Java version
used to compile and run the benchmarks was OpenJDK 8 Build b94 x86_64.
Initial Remarks The operations which rely only on reading values from arrays, such
as calculating the sum of money in all accounts in the bank benchmark, achieved a great
increase in scalability when using read-write locks compared to the naïve implementa-
tion using exclusive locks. In the other operations where that pattern was not present,
no decrease in performance was verified. This is explained due to the fact that acquiring
a write lock in a read-writer lock has equal overhead to the acquisition of a writer-only
lock. As such, the results presented are relevant only to the read-write lock implemen-
tation. Additionally, both the original and final codes generated3 by our plugin used in
these benchmarks are available, respectively, in Appendix A and B.
5.2.1 Comparison with AJ
The travelling salesmen benchmark consists of a group of threads that will test all pos-
sible combinations of paths possible, update the best path found so far if applicable to
the current path and continue testing other paths. While not embarrassingly parallel, it
is possible to achieve a great degree of concurrency, since only accesses to the structures
3While our plugin does not generate code per se, it is possible to print sources right before the bytecode is
generated using the hidden javac compilation flag ’-printsource -d <generated_dir>’.
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Figure 5.1: TSP benchmark performance comparison.
that hold the best path found so far have to be protected. The iterative procedure of
testing the path is completely private to each thread.
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, our system manages to provide the exact same gain in
performance as the fine-grained synchronized blocks implementation, arguably, the best
possible performance for this benchmark. On the other hand, AJ does not scale at all
in this benchmark. In it, the application of concurrency control is very coarse-grained
(one lock to protect all structures), that leads to the serialization of the benchmark at best.
Furthermore, as the number of threads increases, the contention between threads in the
coarse-grain synchronized blocks used by AJ actually degenerates the performance.
5.2.2 Comparison against synchronized blocks and DeuceSTM
In this section, both static and dynamic scenarios will be evaluated. In specific, the bank
and hash set benchmarks make use of static scenarios, while the other two benchmarks,
red-black tree and linked list, rely on dynamic scenarios. Note that the later three bench-
marks, taken from DeuceSTM, are various implementations of an IntSet, a set of integers.
This structure supports the addition, removal, and lookup of an element. Each imple-
mentation uses a distinct underlying data structure, namely a single linked list, a hash
table and a red-black tree.
Bank The bank benchmark from DeuceSTM simulates, as the name implies, a bank. The
bank supports the addition and removal of accounts, transferring money between two
accounts, adding a fixed interest rate to all accounts and calculating the sum of money
in all accounts. First and foremost, the most distinguishing aspect of this benchmark is
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Figure 5.2: Bank benchmark performance comparison.
the fact that it consists almost exclusively in static scenarios. As such, this benchmark
provides the best representation of the potential for concurrency in a pessimistic system,
such as ours.
Observation of Figure 5.2 reveals that our system outperforms software transactional
memory at all contention levels. Due to the static nature of the transactions between two
accounts where an ordered locking of both accounts is sufficient to assure atomicity, our
pessimistic system yields great performance compared to software transactional memory
that has retry this operation due to the emergence of conflicts. This fact is especially re-
vealing at higher thread counts, where DeuceSTM converges into a very low throughput
compared to our system.
In this benchmark, the naïve Java synchronized block implementation achieved worse
performance compared to our system. Our data-centric approach permits the concur-
rent execution of transfers upon non-overlapping pairs of accounts, while synchronized
blocks implementation does not. The superior results at lower thread counts can be jus-
tified by the locality to a single CPU (16 cores) of the concurent operations and lock op-
erations used. As such, this gain in concurrency allows our system to offset the overhead
from the use of fine-grained synchronization primitives, ultimately allowing our system
to outperform the synchronized blocks implementation.
Hash set The hash set benchmark builds from a hash table implementation. As illustrated
on Figure 5.3, our system manages to outperform transactional memory at medium and
high contention. The hash table relies on a single array, and most operations require ac-
cess to a single position of the array. Due to disjoint data accesses patterns, transactional
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Figure 5.3: HashSet benchmark performance comparison.
memory thrives under low contention, as expected. The increase in the possibility of con-
flicts are exacerbated as contention increases. This is specially relevant because the add
method might require a rehash of the table, a costly operation that requires access to all
positions of the array, disrupting accesses to all of them.
The synchronized blocks implementation outperformed, surprisingly, both systems.
The only combination that managed to outperform this implementation was DeuceSTM
under low contention. The hash table operations used (add, remove and contains) share
a constant temporal complexity (O(1)) on average. As such, the operations are too short-
lived to compensate the very significant overhead inherent to the fine-grained use of syn-
chronization primitives in our system. As such, the synchronized blocks implementation
outperforms our system in this scenario.
During the high contention test, as the number of threads increased beyond the num-
ber of physical cores, DeuceSTM entered regularly in livelock on the rehash operation.
The same scenario did not occur on our system due to the acquisition of a write-lock
on the add method. However, such lock is not required for a regular add operation.
Only a read-lock to the array and a write-lock to the specific position accessed would be
required. This limitation is imposed due to the inability to promote read-locks to write-
locks. As such, the compiler settles for the highest denominator access found, which in
this case represents the possibility to invoke the rehash operation.
Due to the programming model of our system, it is possible to avoid this write-lock
and convert it into a read-lock. This would require a slight re-architecture of the add
method. Instead of finding the correct position and then rehashing if required after in-
sertion, all in the same method, the programmer would develop an outer method, as
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Figure 5.4: HashSet benchmark performance comparison, after tweaking the add method
to reduce the usage of the write-lock.
illustrated in Listing B.1. This new add outer method would invoke a new new_add (the
old add) method that adds the integer to the table if it does not require a rehash, failing
otherwise. If the new_add method succeeded, rehash would not be required. Since the
new new_add method does not require a rehash, the table array only requires the acquisi-
tion of a read-lock. As such, the write-lock is then exclusively delegated into the rehash
method. Since the rehash is only required if the new_add fails, the write-lock acquisi-
tion in the rehash method is only acquired when strictly necessary. Additionally, due to
the extremely limited amount of rehashes required during the execution of the program,
concurrency is improved, as shown in Figure 5.4.
However, this approach has its pitfalls: since the new outer method does not access
the @Atomic array directly, atomicity will not be enforced on this method, but rather on
the delegating methods. As such, the programmer has to keep this in mind when ap-
plying this tweak to the program, and attempt to repeat the rehash/add operation until
it succeeds. This tweak is artificially generating a data-race between the rehash and the
add method that was not present before, hence the need to retry. This subject is closely
related to the high-level data-races issue discussed in Section 5.1.1. While not a simple
modification, it highlights the power and flexibility of the model presented in this thesis.
Red-black tree The red-black tree benchmark had mixed performance, as illustrated on
Figure 5.5. Due to the disjoint nature of the tree and most operations occurring on a
specific node instead of modifying the whole tree, transactional memory provides better
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Figure 5.5: RBTree benchmark performance comparison.
performance at lower contentions. As contention increases, conflicts increase, diminish-
ing the transactional memory throughput. Our pessimistic approach becomes more de-
sirable at higher contentions, outperforming transactional memory at medium and high
contention.
The synchronized blocks implementation achieved inferior performance to our sys-
tem. However, since our system also forces serialization due to partitions injected, the
serialization cannot be blamed for the inferior performance in the synchronized blocks
implementation. In fact, this worse performance is attributed to the forced re-acquisition
of the locks in the synchronized blocks. The three main methods in the red-black, add,
remove, and contains, invoke several sub-methods, that are also using synchronized
blocks. As such, a single invocation of the main methods might require several lock
re-acquisitions in the sub-methods. But in our system, those locks in the sub-methods
are removed due to the redundant lock identification and removal algorithm presented
in Section 4.4.2. In conclusion, even though our system also serializes the main methods
in the red-black tree, these methods have a lower overhead due to the absence of the re-
dundant locks that are present in the synchronized blocks implementation, allowing our
system to perform better.
Linked list The linked list implementation had the worst performance by a great margin
as illustrated on Figure 5.6. Traversing a (singly) linked list represents a dynamic scenario
due to the inability to order the resource acquisitions beforehand. To avoid the possibil-
ity of a deadlock in these situations, the partitioning algorithm generates a partition to
protect unordered acquisition of list nodes. This partition, when applied to all methods
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Figure 5.6: LinkedList benchmark performance comparison.
that traverse the linked list will effectively serialize the execution of those methods.
However, such protection is unnecessary due to the way that the list is traversed. The
list is traversed always from the head to the tail. As such, the deadlock-prone situation
here detected does not happen due to the one-way recursive nature of the structure.
Without the partition, as illustrated in Listing B.2, only the previous and next node are
acquired at any time while the correct position is found, leaving the remaining nodes free
for the other threads. As such, the program remains correct and deadlock-free. Remov-
ing the partition and making a fine-grained approach where each node is acquired and
released as the list is traversed, our system achieves increased scalability, as illustrated in
Figure 5.7. Unfortunately, due to the severe overhead incurred by having one lock oper-
ation per node, the performance is not as good as the increased parallelism would have
lead us to think. These kind of situations, where partitions are not effectively required,
could be inferred by the compiler and is a possibility for future work.
The linked list benchmark is an example of a data structure that is very fond of an
optimistic approach to concurrency, greatly due to the low rate of conflicts. The nodes
traversed are not modified, therefore, a conflict will only arise on the lesser possibility
multiple threads modified the exact same previous and next nodes. As such, the high
performance of DeuceSTM in this benchmark does not come as a surprise, outperforming
both our system and the synchronized blocks implementation.
Similarly to the red-black tree benchmark, the partition effectively serializes the ac-
cesses to the linked-list. Again, this culminates in our system having equivalent per-
formance to the synchronized blocks implementation due to the similarity between the
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Figure 5.7: LinkedList benchmark performance comparison against a variant without the
superfluous partition and using fine-grained locks.
partition’s mapping to the synchronized keywords applied to the functions of the synchro-
nized blocks implementation.
5.2.3 Closing Remarks
As a whole, our system manages to achieve respectable performance compared to other
alternatives. The high performance inherent to the fact it adopts a pessimistic approach
is evidenced in programs that make use of static scenarios, where optimistic approaches
fall short. Conversely, programs that rely on dynamic scenarios might achieve better per-
formance with an optimistic approach if they also report a low conflict rate. When high
conflict rates are present, our system will most likely outperform software transactional
memory.
Regarding the synchronized blocks implementation, we argue our model, besides
all the properties, centrality and non-intrusivity it brings to the table, also allows the
implementation of a system that can allow greater performance that a coarse synchro-
nized blocks approach to concurrent programming, as was exposed in this section. Even
though several optimizations are identified for future work, and that the performance
of our system was not the main contribution of this thesis, the performance achieved is
already very positive in a system that is still very recent. We believe that further work in
this implementation will allow us to further close the gap between our system and the
manual application of low level synchronization primitives.
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Conclusion
In this work we proposed a data-centric concurrency management model, with a single
annotation, that guarantees strong atomicity and deadlock-freedom. Our model makes
uses of the type-system to enforce these properties. To validate this model, a prototype
was produced based on pessimistic concurrency. This prototype was then compared
against state of the art concurrency control mechanisms, in both performance and pro-
ductivity.
In the field of productivity, our system managed to require less modifications of the
code, on average, to achieve the desired atomicity constraints. In scenarios where our sys-
tem required more annotations, a large percentage of those annotations could be inferred
from a smaller subset of annotations and delegated into a tool such as an IDE. Addition-
ally, we believe the use of our system is more intuitive compared to the other state of
the art in data-centric concurrency control, AJ, due to only requiring one single annota-
tion with a single meaning, unlike the latter. This simplicity, however, does not result in
a loss in expressiveness. While AJ provides annotations to avoid high-level data-races,
they require that the programmer identifies the high-level data-races correctly and apply
the correct annotations. In turn, in our model it is also possible to avoid high-level data-
races that the programmer identifies by using the atomic variables to the method that
manifests said data-races. Regarding the properties, our system manages to guarantee
strong atomicity and deadlock-freedom in all scenarios, while AJ only guarantees weak
atomicity and deadlock-freedom in some dynamic scenarios.
On the subject of performance, our system managed to achieve very competitive re-
sults, despite the fact that the performance of the prototype was not the focus of this
thesis. In specific, applications that rely heavily on static scenarios achieve a very pos-
itive performance using our system. Nevertheless, the results obtained show that the
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prototype is mature and represents a good starting point for future work.
Regarding future work, and as referenced throughout this thesis, there are a couple
of aspects that could be further developed in the future. First, it would be interesting
to explore more sophisticated techniques that might allow us to reduce the number of
false-positives regarding the detection of deadlock-prone scenarios. Second, and from a
technical standpoint, the calculation of types in arbitrary expressions should be redone as
to use the compiler’s type system if possible. Third, the creation of atomic types should
be reimplemented without the use of the extends clause, allowing it to be completely
faithful to our model. Fourth, the work units should be surrounded by a try/catch block
to release the group acquired even in the face of an unexpected exception. Finally, perfor-
mance improvements regarding the mapping performed could be attained by attempting
to narrow down the computations performed while having a group acquired.
The outcome of the work developed in this thesis was published at INForum 2013
[PP13]. We believe that the work developed met our expectations, and will hopefully
foster additional future developments.
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A
Appendix of the annotated code
1 package tests.microbenchmarksRW.intset;
2
3 impor t annotations.Atomic;
4 impor t tests.microbenchmarksRW.finalClasses .*;
5
6 p u b l i c c lass IntSetHash implements IntSet {
7
8 @Atomic
9 p r i v a t e XIntVector set = new XIntVector (13);
10 @Atomic
11 p r i v a t e XByteVector states = new XByteVector (13);
12 @Atomic
13 p r i v a t e XInteger free = new XInteger(states.value.length);
14 @Atomic
15 p r i v a t e XInteger size = new XInteger (0);
16 @Atomic
17 p r i v a t e XInteger maxSize = new XInteger(states.value.length /2);
18
19 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l byte FREE = 0;
20 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l byte FULL = 1;
21 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l byte REMOVED = 2;
22
23 p u b l i c boolean add( i n t value) {
24 i n t index = findIndex(value);
25 i f (index < 0) {
26 r e t u r n f a l s e ;
27 }
28
29 byte previousState = states.value[index];
30 set.value[index] = value;
31 states.value[index] = FULL;
32 postInsertHook(previousState == FREE);
33
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34 r e t u r n t r u e ;
35 }
36
37
38 p u b l i c boolean contains( i n t value) {
39 r e t u r n index(value) >= 0;
40 }
41
42
43 p u b l i c boolean remove( i n t value) {
44 i n t index = index(value);
45 i f (index >= 0) {
46 set.value[index] = ( i n t )0;
47 states.value[index] = REMOVED;
48 size.value --;
49 r e t u r n t r u e ;
50 }
51 r e t u r n f a l s e ;
52 }
53
54 p r i v a t e i n t index( i n t value) {
55
56 i n t length = states.value.length;
57 i n t hash = (value * 31) & 0x7fffffff;
58 i n t index = hash % length;
59 i n t probe;
60
61 i f (states.value[index] != FREE &&
62 (states.value[index] == REMOVED || set.value[index] != value)) {
63 probe = 1 + (hash % (length - 2));
64
65 do {
66 index -= probe;
67 i f (index < 0) {
68 index += length;
69 }
70 } whi le (states.value[index] != FREE &&
71 (states.value[index] == REMOVED || set.value[index] != value));
72 }
73
74 r e t u r n states.value[index] == FREE ? -1 : index;
75 }
76
77 i n t findIndex( i n t value){
78 i n t length = states.value.length;
79 i n t hash = ((value * 31) & 0x7fffffff);
80 i n t index = hash % length;
81 i n t probe;
82 i f (states.value[index] == FREE) {
83 r e t u r n index;
84 }
85 e l s e i f (states.value[index] == FULL && set.value[index] == value) {
86 r e t u r n -index -1;
87 } e l s e {
88 probe = 1 + (hash % (length - 2));
89
90 i f (states.value[index] != REMOVED) {
91 do {
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92 index -= probe;
93 i f (index < 0) {
94 index += length;
95 }
96 }
97 whi le (states.value[index] == FULL && set.value[index] != value);
98 }
99 i f (states.value[index] == REMOVED) {
100 i n t firstRemoved = index;
101 whi le (states.value[index] != FREE &&
102 (states.value[index] == REMOVED || set.value[index] != value)) {
103 index -= probe;
104 i f (index < 0) {
105 index += length;
106 }
107 }
108 r e t u r n states.value[index] == FULL ? -index -1 : firstRemoved;
109 }
110 r e t u r n states.value[index] == FULL ? -index -1 : index;
111 }
112 }
113
114 p r o t e c t e d f i n a l void postInsertHook(boolean usedFreeSlot) {
115 i f (usedFreeSlot) {
116 free.value --;
117 }
118
119 i f (++ size.value > maxSize.value || free.value == 0) {
120 i n t newCapacity =
121 size.value > maxSize.value
122 ? PrimeFinder.nextPrime(states.value.length << 1)
123 : states.value.length;
124 rehash(newCapacity);
125 maxSize.value = states.value.length /2;
126 }
127 }
128
129 p r o t e c t e d void rehash( i n t newCapacity) {
130 i n t oldCapacity = set.value.length;
131 i n t oldSet [] = set.value;
132 byte oldStates [] = states.value;
133
134 set = new XIntVector(newCapacity);
135 states = new XByteVector(newCapacity);
136
137 f o r ( i n t i = oldCapacity; i-- > 0;) {
138 i f (oldStates[i] == FULL) {
139 i n t o = oldSet[i];
140 i n t index = findIndex(o);
141 set.value[index] = o;
142 states.value[index] = FULL;
143 }
144 }
145 }
146 }
Listing A.1: Original IntSetHash class of the hash set benchmark.
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1 package tests.microbenchmarksRW.intset;
2
3 impor t annotations.Atomic;
4 impor t java.util.ArrayList;
5 impor t java.util.List;
6
7
8 /**
9 * @author Pascal Felber
10 * @since 0.1
11 */
12 p u b l i c c lass IntSetLinkedList implements IntSet {
13
14 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l long serialVersionUID = 1L;
15
16 @Atomic
17 p r i v a t e Node m_first = new Node (0);
18
19 p u b l i c IntSetLinkedList () {
20 @Atomic Node min = new Node(Integer.MIN_VALUE);
21 @Atomic Node max = new Node(Integer.MAX_VALUE);
22 min.setNext(max);
23 m_first = min;
24 }
25
26 p u b l i c boolean add( i n t value) {
27 boolean result;
28
29 @Atomic Node previous = m_first;
30 @Atomic Node next = previous.getNext ();
31 i n t v;
32 whi le ((v = next.getValue ()) < value) {
33 previous = next;
34 next = previous.getNext ();
35 }
36
37 result = v != value;
38 i f (result) {
39 previous.setNext(new Node(value ,next));
40 }
41
42 r e t u r n result;
43 }
44
45 p u b l i c boolean remove( i n t value) {
46 boolean result;
47
48 @Atomic Node previous = m_first;
49 @Atomic Node next = previous.getNext ();
50 i n t v;
51 whi le ((v = next.getValue ()) < value) {
52 previous = next;
53 next = previous.getNext ();
54 }
55
56 result = v == value;
57 i f (result) {
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58 previous.setNext(next.getNext ());
59 }
60
61 r e t u r n result;
62 }
63
64 p u b l i c boolean contains( i n t value) {
65 boolean result;
66
67 @Atomic Node previous = m_first;
68 @Atomic Node next = previous.getNext ();
69 i n t v;
70 whi le ((v = next.getValue ()) < value) {
71 previous = next;
72 next = previous.getNext ();
73 }
74
75 result = (v == value);
76
77 r e t u r n result;
78 }
79 }
Listing A.2: Original IntSetLinkedList class of the linked list benchmark.
1 package tests.microbenchmarksRW.intset;
2
3 impor t annotations.Atomic;
4
5 /**
6 * Created with IntelliJ IDEA.
7 * User: MetaBrain
8 * Date: 18 -06 -2013
9 * Time: 10:15
10 *
11 * @autor metabrain (https :// github.com/metabrain) - Daniel Parreira 2013
12 */
13 p u b l i c c lass Node {
14
15 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l long serialVersionUID = 1L;
16 f i n a l p r i v a t e i n t m_value;
17 @Atomic
18 p r i v a t e Node m_next ;
19
20 p u b l i c Node( i n t value , @Atomic Node next) {
21 m_value = value;
22 m_next = next;
23 }
24
25 p u b l i c Node( i n t value) {
26 t h i s (value , n u l l );
27 }
28
29 p u b l i c i n t getValue () {
30 r e t u r n m_value;
31 }
32
33 p u b l i c void setNext(@Atomic Node next) {
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34 m_next = next;
35 }
36
37 @Atomic
38 p u b l i c Node getNext () {
39 r e t u r n m_next;
40 }
41 }
Listing A.3: Original Node class of the linked list benchmark.
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Appendix of generated code
1 package tests.microbenchmarksRW.intset;
2
3 impor t rgs.RWResourceGroup;
4 impor t tests.microbenchmarksRW.finalClasses.AtomicGENXByteVector;
5 impor t tests.microbenchmarksRW.finalClasses.AtomicGENXIntVector;
6 impor t tests.microbenchmarksRW.finalClasses.AtomicGENXInteger;
7
8 p u b l i c c lass IntSetHash implements IntSet {
9
10 p u b l i c IntSetHash () {
11 super ();
12 }
13 p r i v a t e AtomicGENXIntVector set = new AtomicGENXIntVector (10000);
14 p r i v a t e AtomicGENXByteVector states = new AtomicGENXByteVector (10000);
15 p r i v a t e AtomicGENXInteger free = new AtomicGENXInteger(states.value.length);
16 p r i v a t e AtomicGENXInteger size = new AtomicGENXInteger (0);
1 p u b l i c c lass IntSetHash implements IntSet {
2
3 (...)
4
5 p u b l i c boolean add( i n t value) {
6 i n t result ;
7
8 whi le (( result = new_add(value))== REHASH_REQUIRED)
9 postInsertHook( f a l s e );
10
11 r e t u r n result ==ADDED ;
12 }
13 }
Listing B.1: Implementation of the new add method in the tweaked hash set benchmark.
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1 p u b l i c boolean add( i n t value) {
2 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
3 boolean result;
4 AtomicGENNode previous = m_first;
5 rg.add(previous);
6 rg.lock();
7 AtomicGENNode next = previous.getNext ();
8 rg.add(next);
9 i n t v;
10 whi le ((v = next.getValue ()) < value) {
11 rg.remove(previous);
12 previous = next;
13 next = previous.getNext ();
14 rg.add(next) ;
15 }
16
17 result = v != value;
18 i f (result) {
19 previous.setNext(new AtomicGENNode(value , next));
20 }
21
22 boolean returnExpression = result;
23 rg.unlock ();
24 r e t u r n returnExpression;
25 }
Listing B.2: Mapping of the add method in the linkedlist benchmark without the
partition.
17 p r i v a t e AtomicGENXInteger maxSize = new AtomicGENXInteger(states.value.length /
2);
18
19 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l byte FREE = 0;
20 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l byte FULL = 1;
21 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l byte REMOVED = 2;
22
23 p u b l i c boolean add( i n t value) {
24 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
25 rg.add(set);
26 rg.lock();
27 i n t index = findIndex(value);
28 i f (index < 0) {
29 boolean returnExpression = f a l s e ;
30 rg.unlock ();
31 r e t u r n returnExpression;
32 }
33 byte previousState = states.value[index];
34 set.value[index] = value;
35 states.value[index] = FULL;
36 postInsertHook(previousState == FREE);
37 boolean returnExpression = t r u e ;
38 rg.unlock ();
39 r e t u r n returnExpression;
40 }
41
42 p u b l i c boolean contains( i n t value) {
43 r e t u r n index(value) >= 0;
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44 }
45
46 p u b l i c boolean remove( i n t value) {
47 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
48 rg.add(set);
49 rg.lock();
50 i n t index = index(value);
51 i f (index >= 0) {
52 set.value[index] = ( i n t )0;
53 states.value[index] = REMOVED;
54 size.value --;
55 boolean returnExpression = t r u e ;
56 rg.unlock ();
57 r e t u r n returnExpression;
58 }
59 boolean returnExpression = f a l s e ;
60 rg.unlock ();
61 r e t u r n returnExpression;
62 }
63
64 p r i v a t e i n t index( i n t value) {
65 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
66 rg.addRead(set);
67 rg.lock();
68 i n t length = states.value.length;
69 i n t hash = (value * 31) & 2147483647;
70 i n t index = hash % length;
71 i n t probe;
72 i f (states.value[index] != FREE && (states.value[index] == REMOVED || set.
value[index] != value)) {
73 probe = 1 + (hash % (length - 2));
74 do {
75 index -= probe;
76 i f (index < 0) {
77 index += length;
78 }
79 }
80 whi le (states.value[index] != FREE && (states.value[index] == REMOVED || set.
value[index] != value));
81 }
82 i n t returnExpression = states.value[index] == FREE ? -1 : index;
83 rg.unlock ();
84 r e t u r n returnExpression;
85 }
86
87 i n t findIndex( i n t value) {
88 i n t length = states.value.length;
89 i n t hash = ((value * 31) & 2147483647);
90 i n t index = hash % length;
91 i n t probe;
92 i f (states.value[index] == FREE) {
93 r e t u r n index;
94 } e l s e {
95 i f (states.value[index] == FULL && set.value[index] == value) {
96 r e t u r n -index - 1;
97 } e l s e {
98 probe = 1 + (hash % (length - 2));
99 i f (states.value[index] != REMOVED) {
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100 do {
101 index -= probe;
102 i f (index < 0) {
103 index += length;
104 }
105 } whi le (states.value[index] == FULL && set.
value[index] != value);
106 }
107 i f (states.value[index] == REMOVED) {
108 i n t firstRemoved = index;
109 whi le (states.value[index] != FREE && (states.value[index] ==
REMOVED || set.value[index] != value)) {
110 index -= probe;
111 i f (index < 0) {
112 index += length;
113 }
114 }
115 r e t u r n states.value[index] == FULL ? -index - 1 : firstRemoved;
116 }
117 r e t u r n states.value[index] == FULL ? -index - 1 : index;
118 }
119 }
120 }
121
122 /**
123 * After an insert , this hook is called to adjust the size.value/free
124 * values of the set.value and to perform rehashing if necessary.
125 */
126 p r o t e c t e d f i n a l void postInsertHook(boolean usedFreeSlot) {
127 i f (usedFreeSlot) {
128 free.value --;
129 }
130 i f (++ size.value > maxSize.value || free.value == 0) {
131 i n t newCapacity = size.value > maxSize.value ? PrimeFinder.nextPrime(
states.value.length << 1) : states.value.length;
132 rehash(newCapacity);
133 maxSize.value = states.value.length / 2;
134 }
135 }
136
137 p r o t e c t e d void rehash( i n t newCapacity) {
138 i n t oldCapacity = set.value.length;
139 i n t [] oldSet = set.value;
140 byte [] oldStates = states.value;
141 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup () ;
142 set = new AtomicGENXIntVector(newCapacity);
143 states = new AtomicGENXByteVector(newCapacity);
144 rg.add(set);
145 rg.lock();
146 f o r ( i n t i = oldCapacity; i-- > 0; ) {
147 i f (oldStates[i] == FULL) {
148 i n t o = oldSet[i];
149 i n t index = findIndex(o);
150 set.value[index] = o;
151 states.value[index] = FULL;
152 }
153 }
154 rg.unlock ();
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155 }
156 }
Listing B.3: Generated IntSetHash class of the hash set benchmark.
1 package tests.microbenchmarksRW.intset;
2
3 impor t rgs.RWResourceGroup;
4 impor t tests.microbenchmarksRW.finalClasses.AtomicGENXByte;
5 impor t tests.microbenchmarksRW.finalClasses.AtomicGENXByteVector;
6 impor t tests.microbenchmarksRW.finalClasses.AtomicGENXIntVector;
7 impor t tests.microbenchmarksRW.finalClasses.AtomicGENXInteger;
8
9 p u b l i c c lass IntSetHash_Tweaked implements IntSet {
10
11 p u b l i c IntSetHash_Tweaked () {}
12
13 p r i v a t e AtomicGENXIntVector set = new AtomicGENXIntVector (100000);
14 p r i v a t e AtomicGENXByteVector states = new AtomicGENXByteVector (100000);
15 p r i v a t e AtomicGENXInteger free = new AtomicGENXInteger(states.value.length);
16 p r i v a t e AtomicGENXInteger size = new AtomicGENXInteger (0);
17 p r i v a t e AtomicGENXInteger maxSize = new AtomicGENXInteger(states.value.length /
2);
18
19 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l byte FREE = 0;
20 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l byte FULL = 1;
21 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l byte REMOVED = 2;
22
23 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l i n t USED_FREE = 0 ;
24 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l i n t USED_FILED = 1 ;
25 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l i n t FAILED = 2 ;
26
27 p u b l i c boolean add( i n t value) {
28 i n t added = new_add(value) ;
29 i f (added!= FAILED)
30 postInsertHook(added==FREE);
31
32 r e t u r n added!= FAILED ;
33 }
34
35 p u b l i c i n t new_add( i n t value) {
36 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
37 rg.addRead(set);
38 i n t index = findIndex(value);
39 i f (index < 0) {
40 i n t returnExpression = FAILED;
41 rg.unlock ();
42 r e t u r n returnExpression;
43 }
44 rg.add(set.value[index]);
45 rg.lock();
46 byte previousState = states.value[index].value;
47 set.value[index].value = value;
48 states.value[index].value = FULL;
49 i n t returnExpression = previousState == FREE ? USED_FREE : USED_FILED;
50 rg.unlock ();
51 r e t u r n returnExpression;
52 }
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53
54 p u b l i c boolean contains( i n t value) {
55 r e t u r n index(value) >= 0;
56 }
57
58 p u b l i c boolean remove( i n t value) {
59 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
60 rg.addRead(set);
61 i n t index = index(value);
62 rg.lock();
63 i f (index >= 0) {
64 rg.add(set.value[index]);
65 rg.add(states.value[index]);
66 set.value[index].value = ( i n t )0;
67 states.value[index].value = REMOVED;
68 size.value --;
69 boolean returnExpression = t r u e ;
70 rg.unlock ();
71 r e t u r n returnExpression;
72 }
73 boolean returnExpression = f a l s e ;
74 rg.unlock ();
75 r e t u r n returnExpression;
76 }
77
78 p r i v a t e i n t index( i n t value) {
79 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
80 rg.addRead(set);
81 rg.lock();
82 i n t length = states.value.length;
83 i n t hash = (value * 31) & 2147483647;
84 i n t index = hash % length;
85 i n t probe;
86 i f (states.value[index].value != FREE && (states.value[index].value ==
REMOVED || set.value[index].value != value)) {
87 probe = 1 + (hash % (length - 2));
88 do {
89 index -= probe;
90 i f (index < 0) {
91 index += length;
92 }
93 }
94 whi le (states.value[index].value != FREE && (states.value[index].value ==
REMOVED || set.value[index].value != value));
95 }
96 i n t returnExpression = states.value[index].value == FREE ? -1 : index;
97 rg.unlock ();
98 r e t u r n returnExpression;
99 }
100
101 i n t findIndex( i n t value) {
102 i n t length = states.value.length;
103 i n t hash = ((value * 31) & 2147483647);
104 i n t index = hash % length;
105 i n t probe;
106 i f (states.value[index].value == FREE) {
107 r e t u r n index;
108 } e l s e {
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109 i f (states.value[index].value == FULL && set.value[index].value == value)
{
110 r e t u r n -index - 1;
111 } e l s e {
112 probe = 1 + (hash % (length - 2));
113 i f (states.value[index].value != REMOVED) {
114 do {
115 index -= probe;
116 i f (index < 0) {
117 index += length;
118 }
119 } whi le (states.value[index].value == FULL &&
set.value[index].value != value);
120 }
121 i f (states.value[index].value == REMOVED) {
122 i n t firstRemoved = index;
123 whi le (states.value[index].value != FREE && (states.value[index].
value == REMOVED || set.value[index].value != value)) {
124 index -= probe;
125 i f (index < 0) {
126 index += length;
127 }
128 }
129 r e t u r n states.value[index].value == FULL ? -index - 1 :
firstRemoved;
130 }
131 r e t u r n states.value[index].value == FULL ? -index - 1 : index;
132 }
133 }
134 }
135
136 /**
137 * After an insert , this hook is called to adjust the size.value/free
138 * values of the set.value and to perform rehashing if necessary.
139 */
140 p r o t e c t e d f i n a l void postInsertHook(boolean usedFreeSlot) {
141 i f (usedFreeSlot) {
142 free.value --;
143 }
144 i f (++ size.value > maxSize.value || free.value == 0) {
145 i n t newCapacity = size.value > maxSize.value ? PrimeFinder.nextPrime(
states.value.length << 1) : states.value.length;
146 rehash(newCapacity);
147 maxSize.value = states.value.length / 2;
148 }
149 }
150
151 p r o t e c t e d void rehash( i n t newCapacity) {
152 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup () ;
153 i n t oldCapacity = set.value.length;
154 AtomicGENXInteger [] oldSet = set.value;
155 AtomicGENXByte [] oldStates = states.value;
156 set = new AtomicGENXIntVector(newCapacity);
157 states = new AtomicGENXByteVector(newCapacity);
158 rg.add(set);
159 rg.lock();
160 f o r ( i n t i = oldCapacity; i-- > 0; ) {
161 i f (oldStates[i].value == FULL) {
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162 i n t o = oldSet[i].value;
163 i n t index = findIndex(o);
164 set.value[index].value = o;
165 states.value[index].value = FULL;
166 }
167 }
168 rg.unlock ();
169 }
170 }
Listing B.4: Generated IntSetHash class of the hash set benchmark, tweaked for
performance.
1 package tests.microbenchmarksRW.intset;
2
3 impor t rgs.RWResourceGroup;
4 impor t java.util.ArrayList;
5 impor t java.util.List;
6
7 /**
8 * @author Pascal Felber
9 * @since 0.1
10 */
11 p u b l i c c lass IntSetLinkedList implements IntSet {
12
13 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l long serialVersionUID = 1L;
14 p r i v a t e AtomicGENNode m_first = new AtomicGENNode (0);
15
16 p u b l i c IntSetLinkedList () {
17 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
18 rg.add(m_first);
19 AtomicGENNode min = new AtomicGENNode(Integer.MIN_VALUE);
20 rg.add(min);
21 AtomicGENNode max = new AtomicGENNode(Integer.MAX_VALUE);
22 rg.add(max);
23 rg.lock();
24 min.setNext(max);
25 m_first = min;
26 rg.unlock ();
27 }
28
29 p u b l i c boolean add( i n t value) {
30 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
31 rg.add(m_first);
32 boolean result;
33 rg.lock();
34 AtomicGENNode previous = m_first;
35 AtomicGENNode next = previous.getNext ();
36 i n t v;
37 whi le ((v = next.getValue ()) < value) {
38 previous = next;
39 next = previous.getNext ();
40 }
41 result = v != value;
42 i f (result) {
43 previous.setNext(new AtomicGENNode(value , next));
44 }
45 boolean returnExpression = result;
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46 rg.unlock ();
47 r e t u r n returnExpression;
48 }
49
50 p u b l i c boolean remove( i n t value) {
51 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
52 rg.add(m_first);
53 boolean result;
54 rg.lock();
55 AtomicGENNode previous = m_first;
56 AtomicGENNode next = previous.getNext ();
57 i n t v;
58 whi le ((v = next.getValue ()) < value) {
59 previous = next;
60 next = previous.getNext ();
61 }
62 result = v == value;
63 i f (result) {
64 previous.setNext(next.getNext ());
65 }
66 boolean returnExpression = result;
67 rg.unlock ();
68 r e t u r n returnExpression;
69 }
70
71 p u b l i c boolean contains( i n t value) {
72 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
73 rg.add(m_first);
74 boolean result;
75 rg.lock();
76 AtomicGENNode previous = m_first;
77 AtomicGENNode next = previous.getNext ();
78 i n t v;
79 whi le ((v = next.getValue ()) < value) {
80 previous = next;
81 next = previous.getNext ();
82 }
83 result = (v == value);
84 boolean returnExpression = result;
85 rg.unlock ();
86 r e t u r n returnExpression;
87 }
88 }
Listing B.5: Generated IntSetLinkedList class of the linked list benchmark.
1 package tests.microbenchmarksRW.intset;
2
3 impor t rgs.RWResourceGroup;
4
5 /**
6 * @author Pascal Felber
7 * @since 0.1
8 */
9 p u b l i c c lass IntSetLinkedList_No_Partition implements IntSet {
10
11 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l long serialVersionUID = 1L;
12 p r i v a t e AtomicGENNode m_first = new AtomicGENNode (0);
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13
14 p u b l i c IntSetLinkedList_No_Partition () {
15 AtomicGENNode min = new AtomicGENNode(Integer.MIN_VALUE);
16 AtomicGENNode max = new AtomicGENNode(Integer.MAX_VALUE);
17 min.setNext(max);
18 m_first = min;
19 }
20
21 p u b l i c boolean add( i n t value) {
22 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
23 boolean result;
24 AtomicGENNode previous = m_first;
25 rg.add(previous);
26 rg.lock();
27 AtomicGENNode next = previous.getNext ();
28 rg.add(next);
29 i n t v;
30 whi le ((v = next.getValue ()) < value) {
31 rg.remove(previous);
32 previous = next;
33 next = previous.getNext ();
34 rg.add(next) ;
35 }
36 result = v != value;
37 i f (result) {
38 previous.setNext(new AtomicGENNode(value , next));
39 }
40 boolean returnExpression = result;
41 rg.unlock ();
42 r e t u r n returnExpression;
43 }
44
45 p u b l i c boolean remove( i n t value) {
46 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
47 boolean result;
48 AtomicGENNode previous = m_first;
49 rg.add(previous);
50 rg.lock();
51 AtomicGENNode next = previous.getNext ();
52 rg.add(next);
53 i n t v;
54 whi le ((v = next.getValue ()) < value) {
55 AtomicGENNode old_previous = previous ;
56 previous = next;
57 rg.remove(old_previous);
58 next = previous.getNext ();
59 rg.add(next) ;
60 }
61 result = v == value;
62 i f (result) {
63 previous.setNext(next.getNext ());
64 }
65 boolean returnExpression = result;
66 rg.unlock ();
67 r e t u r n returnExpression;
68 }
69
70 p u b l i c boolean contains( i n t value) {
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71 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
72 boolean result;
73 AtomicGENNode previous = m_first;
74 rg.add(previous);
75 rg.lock();
76 AtomicGENNode next = previous.getNext ();
77 rg.add(next);
78 i n t v;
79 whi le ((v = next.getValue ()) < value) {
80 AtomicGENNode old_previous = previous ;
81 previous = next;
82 rg.remove(old_previous);
83 next = previous.getNext ();
84 rg.add(next) ;
85 }
86 result = (v == value);
87 boolean returnExpression = result;
88 rg.unlock ();
89 r e t u r n returnExpression;
90 }
91 }
Listing B.6: Generated IntSetLinkedList class of the linked list benchmark if the
partition was ignored.
1 package tests.microbenchmarksRW.intset;
2
3 impor t rgs.RWResourceGroup;
4
5 /**
6 * Created with IntelliJ IDEA.
7 * User: MetaBrain
8 * Date: 18 -06 -2013
9 * Time: 10:15
10 *
11 * @autor metabrain (https :// github.com/metabrain) - Daniel Parreira 2013
12 */
13 p u b l i c c lass Node {
14
15 /**
16 *
17 */
18 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l long serialVersionUID = 1L;
19 p r i v a t e f i n a l i n t m_value;
20 p r i v a t e AtomicGENNode m_next;
21
22 p u b l i c Node( i n t value , AtomicGENNode next) {
23 // RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
24 // rg.add(m_next);
25 m_value = value;
26 // rg.lock();
27 m_next = next;
28 // rg.unlock ();
29 }
30
31 p u b l i c Node( i n t value) {
32 t h i s (value , n u l l );
33 }
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34
35 p u b l i c i n t getValue () {
36 r e t u r n m_value;
37 }
38
39 p u b l i c void setNext(AtomicGENNode next) {
40 RWResourceGroup rg = new RWResourceGroup ();
41 rg.add(m_next);
42 rg.lock();
43 m_next = next;
44 rg.unlock ();
45 }
46
47 p u b l i c AtomicGENNode getNext () {
48 m_next.lockRead ();
49 tests.microbenchmarksRW.intset.AtomicGENNode returnExpression = m_next;
50 m_next.unlockRead ();
51 r e t u r n returnExpression;
52 }
53 }
Listing B.7: Generated Node class of the linked list benchmark.
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